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The heart of the matter
Comprehensive tax reform that lowers
business and individual tax rates,
simplifies the tax code, and makes US
businesses more competitive in the global
economy is one of the top priorities for
the Trump administration and Republican
Congressional leaders. During his campaign,
President Donald Trump identified tax
reform as a central pillar of his agenda
to create 25 million new jobs over the
next decade. Similarly, Congressional
Republicans have said that tax reform is
essential to increasing economic growth.
House Ways and Means Committee
Chairman Kevin Brady (R-TX) has stated that
the House Republican tax reform Blueprint
released in June 2016 will deliver a “21st
century tax code built for growth.”
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In addition to comprehensive tax reform, President Trump
and Republican Congressional leaders have made legislation
that repeals the 2010 Affordable Care Act (ACA) a top priority.
While what will replace it remains uncertain, Congressional
Republicans have indicated a willingness to retain certain
provisions of the ACA, such as those requiring insurers to
provide guaranteed coverage for individuals with pre-existing
conditions. Also, there have been discussions about providing
an extended transition period so that the over 20 million
Americans currently receiving coverage under the ACA do not
lose their health insurance.
As a result, Congress has begun the effort to repeal the ACA
with procedural votes in the House and Senate, with a nonbinding deadline of January 27 set for committees to report
repeal legislation. Key decisions on how to replace the ACA —
including how to address tax provisions that were enacted to
offset the projected cost of the ACA — remain unresolved.
President Trump has identified several other priorities,
including a renegotiation of international trade agreements,
a $1 trillion infrastructure program over 10 years, the
elimination of federal regulations that restrict energy
production and other economic activities, increased
enforcement of US immigration laws, enhanced vetting of
immigrants from “terror-prone” regions, a hiring freeze on
all federal employees, and political reforms that include a
constitutional amendment to impose term limits on members
of Congress.
President Trump also is expected soon to name a US Supreme
Court nominee to replace the late Associate Justice Antonin
Scalia and will have the opportunity to nominate candidates to
fill more than 100 lower-court vacancies. In addition, President
Trump will ask the Senate to confirm his cabinet and other top
federal appointees following confirmation hearings that have
already begun.
Finally, President Trump and Congress must address several
fiscal policy deadlines. These include action on legislation to
fund federal departments and agencies beyond April 28 when
a short-term fiscal year 2017 spending measure is set to expire.
Before then, the federal debt limit will be reinstated on March
16, 2017, but the Trump administration’s Treasury Department
can use “extraordinary measures” to postpone the need for an
increase in the statutory debt limit until later in 2017.

Overview
The combination of a Republican president and Republican
majorities in both the House and Senate increases significantly
the prospects for enactment of comprehensive tax reform,
legislation to repeal (and eventually replace) the ACA,
and other major legislation. After several years of divided
political control of the federal government, the new Trump
administration and Republicans in Congress will have
an opportunity to advance key legislative priorities and
overhaul regulations and administrative procedures of federal
departments and agencies. One of the greatest challenges will
be for President Trump and Republican Congressional leaders
to decide which priorities to address first.
Congressional Democrats, in turn, will have to decide what
policies they may be willing to support and work to influence,
and which policies they will oppose and seek to block.
Democrats in particular will play a key role in how legislation
is considered in the Senate, where a 60-vote supermajority
generally is needed to advance most legislation. By contrast,
under a Senate rule modification adopted by Senate Democrats
in 2013, executive branch and non-Supreme Court judicial
nominations can be approved by a simple majority (51 votes).
Given the lack of a 60-vote Republican Senate majority, House
Speaker Paul Ryan (R-WI) and Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell (R-KY) have indicated that they are prepared to
use the budget “reconciliation” process to begin the process
of repealing and replacing the ACA and, if necessary, to pass
comprehensive tax reform. Budget reconciliation bills cannot
be filibustered and require a simple majority to pass. However,
there are a number of limitations (discussed below) on the use
of reconciliation in the Senate.
Most Congressional Democrats support tax reform as a way
to promote economic growth, but generally have put greater
emphasis on business tax reform and international reforms
intended to preserve better paying jobs in the United States.
New Senate Democratic Minority Leader Charles Schumer
(D-NY), for example, co-chaired with Senator Rob Portman
(R-OH) a 2015 Finance Committee bipartisan working group
on international tax reform that expressed support for lowering
the US corporate tax rate and moving to a dividend exemption
(i.e., territorial) system. Democrats in the House and Senate,
however, differ significantly with Congressional Republicans
over whether a significant reduction in taxes paid by upperincome individuals will lead to increased economic growth.
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It is possible that comprehensive tax reform legislation that
lowers both individual and business tax rates may need
to be considered under reconciliation procedures. Many
Congressional Democrats oppose deep reductions in the top
individual marginal rate and Senate Democrats could seek to
block the level of individual rate cuts proposed by President
Trump if regular Senate procedures requiring 60-vote
majorities were to be used to advance tax reform legislation.
Legislation repealing parts of the ACA also can be approved
under budget reconciliation procedures. Subsequent legislation
replacing the ACA possibly could pass under regular Senate
procedures, since Republicans hope to obtain the support of
certain Democrats who have identified elements of the 2010
ACA legislation that they believe need to be revised.

How the budget reconciliation process may
affect tax reform legislation
The budget reconciliation process, originally designed to
facilitate the adoption of deficit reduction legislation, was used
numerous times in the 1980’s and 1990’s to enact bipartisan
budget agreements when the White House and Congress were
controlled by different political parties. More recently, budget
reconciliation has been used when one party controlled both
the White House and Congress, but did not have a 60-vote
“filibuster-proof” majority in the Senate. Under this procedure,
Republicans achieved enactment of the 2001 and 2003
individual tax rate reductions and Democrats accomplished
enactment of the final ACA legislation in 2010.  
One of the Senate’s most significant procedural limitations
on the reconciliation process is the requirement for a 60vote supermajority to waive a point of order against any
reconciliation measure that increases the deficit beyond the
budget window (usually 10 years). The 2001 and 2003 tax rate
reductions initially were enacted using budget reconciliation;
as a result, to satisfy this rule the tax cuts were set to “sunset” at
the end of the budget period.
Note: The American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012, which was not
a reconciliation measure, repealed various sunset provisions
from the 2001 and 2003 Acts. This legislation permanently
extended tax relief for most taxpayers while allowing taxes to
increase on some upper-income individuals.
House and Senate tax policymakers will need to determine
whether they can structure tax reform legislation under the
reconciliation process so as to avoid adding to federal deficits
beyond the budget window. This effort may be aided by the use
of “dynamic” macroeconomic revenue scoring, which projects
the estimated revenue associated with the economic growth
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effects of specific tax provisions. For example, Congress could
seek to avoid triggering a future “sunset” of certain tax reform
provisions by making permanent only those provisions that are
projected to provide sufficient pro-growth revenue effects in
future decades. Other provisions projected to increase future
deficits could be set to sunset at the end of the budget period.
Senate rules also require that budget reconciliation be used
only to enact measures that have a fiscal effect on the federal
budget. For example, the previous Republican-controlled
Congress used budget reconciliation procedures to pass
legislation that would have repealed major parts of the ACA,
but reconciliation rules did not allow for a full repeal of the
ACA since some provisions do not have a direct effect on the
federal budget. President Obama vetoed that partial repeal
of the ACA in early 2016. In the case of the House tax reform
Blueprint, a question could be raised whether certain proposals
to restructure the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) would have
a sufficient fiscal effect on the federal budget to be eligible for
inclusion in a reconciliation measure.

Populism and global economic uncertainty
While tax reform is expected produce economic benefits for US
companies and American workers, populist sentiments both
within the United States and around the world may increase
the economic uncertainties faced by US companies. This may
be of particular concern for US companies with a significant
international presence as well as companies that rely on global
supply chains and trade agreements providing for generally
free movement of goods and services.
President Trump has taken a populist approach to tax reform
by linking pro-growth tax reform and regulatory relief to a
preservation of US domestic manufacturing jobs. Shortly
after winning the 2016 presidential race, President Trump
issued a series of Twitter statements laying out his
approach to tax reform:

“The United States is going to substantially reduce taxes
and regulations on businesses, but any business that leaves
our country for another country, …... fires its employees,
builds a new factory or plant in the other country, and
then thinks it will sell its product back into the U.S. ……
without retribution or consequences, is WRONG! There will
be a tax on our soon to be strong border of 35% for those
companies …… wanting to sell their products, cars, A.C.
units etc., back across the border. This tax will make leaving
financially difficult …… these companies are able to move
between all 50 states, with no tax or tariff being charged.
Please be forewarned prior to making a very …… expensive
mistake! THE UNITED STATES IS OPEN FOR BUSINESS.”

Most Congressional Republican leaders have expressed support
for lowering tax rates and eliminating regulations as preferable
to increasing tariffs in terms of promoting US manufacturing
employment and creating better-paying jobs in general. At the
same time, there is a general acknowledgment that the United
States may stake out a more aggressive position in its economic
relations with other countries under President Trump.
Populist sentiments around the world have led to increased
scrutiny of international economic cooperation agreements
in general. A prime example of shifting views about the
benefits of such agreements was provided last year when the
United Kingdom approved the “Brexit” referendum calling for
withdrawal from the European Union (EU). The ramifications
of that referendum on US businesses operating in the United
Kingdom remain to be determined as the UK government seeks
to begin in March 2017 the process of negotiating its separation
from the European Union.
Economic austerity campaigns in some countries also have led
to increased focus on taxes paid by multinational corporations,
with harsh rhetoric regarding “aggressive” tax avoidance and

calls for businesses to pay their “fair share” of taxes. Countries
around the world, including the United States, have been
implementing elements of the “base erosion and profit shifting”
(BEPS) Action Plan set forth by the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD). Notwithstanding
agreements reached at the OECD, numerous countries have
gone beyond the formal OECD recommendations to enact
BEPS-inspired legislation.
The European Commission (EC) in particular has undertaken
an effort to identify what its staff considers to be “unfair” tax
competition through a series of “State aid” investigations, many
of which have been aimed at US-based businesses. There is a
growing concern among US policymakers that BEPS-inspired
unilateral actions and EC State aid investigations constitute
a revenue grab by foreign governments. State aid rulings, if
sustained by the European courts, could result in either double
taxation of US companies operating abroad or an implicit US
subsidy to European governments if the cost of increased taxes
in Europe is offset in part by US companies claiming increased
foreign tax credits in the United States.
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Balance of power

A new Republican president in the White House and
Republican majorities in both the House and Senate will
greatly affect the prospects for action on tax reform and a
broad range of legislation in 2017 and beyond. The 2018 midterm elections could have further impact on future legislation if
Republicans can increase their majority in the Senate.

US House of Representatives
In the House of Representatives, the 115th Congress begins
with 241 Republicans and 194 Democrats. Democrats achieved
a net gain of six seats in the 2016 elections. Under House rules,
legislation needs to secure only a simple majority to pass (218
if all members vote), so House Republican leaders generally
will be able to advance legislation with only Republican votes.
However, the roughly 40 members of the House Republican
“Freedom Caucus” at times have objected to leadership-backed
legislation, such as bills dealing with the federal debt limit.
On a number of occasions, House GOP leaders have had to
secure the support of at least some House Democrats to pass
such measures. It is not yet clear how the election of President
Trump and being part of the governing party controlling
Congress and the White House will affect relations between
Republican House leaders and the Freedom Caucus in the
115th Congress.

All 435 seats in the House are up for election every two years.
Democrats would need to achieve a net gain of 24 seats in
2018 to gain control of the House; most political analysts
believe this would be difficult to accomplish given the relative
safety of House incumbents in current Congressional districts
(pending a re-districting after the 2020 census). According
to preliminary figures compiled by Cook Political Report, 24
Republicans represent districts carried by Hillary Clinton, 12
Democrats represent districts won by President Trump, and
only 32 (7 percent) House members won their elections by less
than 10 percent. These election results suggest that most House
members face little electoral pressure to cross political lines on
key votes.

US Senate
In the Senate, there are 52 Republicans and 48 Democrats
(including the two Independents who caucus with Senate
Democrats). Democrats gained two seats in the 2016 elections.
Roughly one-third of all Senate seats are subject to election
every two years. Democrats would need a net gain of three
seats in the 2018 elections to win a 51-seat majority in the
Senate, while Republicans would need a net gain of eight
seats to achieve a filibuster-proof 60-seat majority. Eight seats
currently held by Republicans and 25 seats currently held by
Democrats (including two Independents who caucus with
Democrats) are up for election in 2018.

Figure 1: Current composition of the 115th Congress
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Senate procedures generally require 60 votes to limit debate
on legislation and end a filibuster. The possibility of Senate
legislation gaining sufficient bipartisan support to pass with
at least 60 votes may be enhanced by the number of Senate
Democrats who in 2018 face the prospect of running for reelection in states won by President Trump. Ten Senate seats
now held by Democrats who are up for re-election in 2018 are
in states that President Trump won in the 2016 Presidential
election. Drilling down further, five of those ten seats are states
which President Trump carried by a margin of 19 points or
more in 2016. Moreover, history suggests that mid-term voters
tend to be more conservative than Presidential election year
voters. In contrast, only one seat held by a Republican that is up
for re-election in 2018 is in a state won by Hillary Clinton.
The President has the power to veto legislation passed by
Congress, with a two-thirds majority of both the House
and Senate required for a veto override. With Republicans
continuing to control both the House and the Senate and an
incoming Republican President in his first year in office, the
presidential veto is not expected to be used in 2017.

House Ways and Means Committee
Rep. Kevin Brady (R-TX) continues as chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee. Rep. Richard Neal (D-MA) will
serve as Ranking Democratic Member, after Rep. Sander
Levin (D-MI) announced late last year that he would not seek
re-election to that position but would continue to serve on the
committee.
In the 115th Congress, there are 24 Republicans and 16
Democrats on the Ways and Means Committee (the ratio of
Republicans to Democrats had been 24 to 15 in the previous
Congress), with three Republican open seats and three
Democratic open seats to be filled following the 2016 elections.
Newly appointed members of the Ways and Means Committee
are Reps. David Schweikert (R-AZ), Jackie Walorski (R-IN),
Carlos Curbelo (R-FL), Brian Higgins (D-NY), Terri Sewell (DAL), and Suzan DelBene (D-WA).
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Rep. Tom Price (R-GA) has been nominated by President
Trump to serve as Secretary of Health and Human Services and
Rep. Xavier Becerra (D-CA) has been nominated by California
Governor Jerry Brown to serve as California State Attorney
General. Assuming they are confirmed, each party will have
one additional open Ways and Means Committee seat to fill.
Rep. Sam Johnson (R-TX) announced that he plans to retire at
the end of the 115th Congress.

Senate Finance Committee
The Senate Finance Committee continues to be led by Senator
Orrin Hatch (R-UT), and Senator Ron Wyden (D-OR) remains
the Ranking Democratic Member.
The Finance Committee is composed of 14 Republicans and 12
Democrats. Senator Bill Cassidy (R-LA) has been appointed
to fill the Finance vacancy created by the retirement of former
Senator Dan Coats (R-IN) (Senator Coats has been nominated
by President Trump to serve as director of National Intelligence).
Senator Claire McCaskill (D-MO) was added to the committee
after Senator Schumer gave up his seat on the committee in light
of his becoming the new Senate Minority Leader.
A listing of House and Senate tax committee members and
other tax policymakers is provided in Appendix A.
Senate Finance Committee members up for re-election in
2018 are as follows: Orrin Hatch (R-UT), Dean Heller (R-NV),
Sherrod Brown (D-OH), Maria Cantwell (D-WA), Benjamin
Cardin (D-MD), Thomas Carper (D-DE), Robert Casey (D-PA),
Robert Menendez (D-NJ), Bill Nelson (D-FL), Debbie Stabenow
(D-MI), and new Finance member Senator McCaskill.
A listing of all Senators whose seats are subject to election in
2018 is included in Appendix B.

Figure 2: 2017 Congressional legislative schedule
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Tax reform

There is widespread consensus that the United States
needs to reform its tax system. Since the last significant tax
reform, the Tax Reform Act of 1986, the US business tax
system in particular has become increasingly out of step and
uncompetitive with the rest of the world as other countries
have lowered their corporate tax rates, adopted territorial tax
systems, and increased their reliance on border-adjustable
consumption taxes.
The US corporate tax rate, including state and local taxes, is
the highest among advanced economies. The combined US
federal and state statutory corporate tax rate now is more than
14 points higher than the average of other OECD countries (see
Figure 3), and other countries continue to lower their rates.
A recognition that the US corporate tax rate places American
companies at a disadvantage in the global economy was cited
by President Trump in support of his campaign proposal
for lowering the corporate tax rate to 15 percent. House
Republicans in their “A Better Way” tax reform plan released
last June proposed a 20-percent corporate tax rate. Many
Congressional Democrats, including Senate Democratic Leader
Schumer and Senate Finance Committee Ranking Member

Wyden, also have supported corporate rate reduction to boost
US international competitiveness provided it is done on a
revenue-neutral basis.
Other countries also have moved to modernize their
international tax rules to reduce barriers to investment, while
the US international tax system remains based on a system of
worldwide taxation that was established in 1909. The United
States is the only OECD country to combine a high statutory
rate with a worldwide tax system. Under US tax rules, federal
corporate income tax on foreign earnings generally is deferred
until those earnings are repatriated to the United States. All
but six of the other 35 OECD countries allow companies to
repatriate foreign earnings to their home countries with little
or no additional tax.
This disparity between the US tax system and other OECD
countries has long been seen as creating a “lock-out effect”
discouraging the repatriation of foreign earnings by US
companies. The Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT) staff
estimates that the amount of unrepatriated foreign earnings of
US companies increased to $2.6 trillion by the end of 2015, up
from $1.7 trillion in 2010 (see Figure 4.)

Figure 3: Top Statutory (Federal and State) Corporate Tax Rates, OECD 1981-2016
50%

45%

40%

38.9%
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OECD average (excluding US)
Source: OECD Tax Database and PwC Calculations.
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Figure 4: Unrepatriated foreign earnings of US MNCs ($ trillions)
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Differing approaches on individual
taxation
President Trump and Congressional Republicans have offered
proposals to lower individual income tax rates on ordinary
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President Trump has promised to “ensure the rich will pay their
fair share, but no one will pay so much that it destroys jobs or
undermines our ability to compete.” Congressional Democrats
generally have supported increasing the overall amount of
taxes paid by upper-income individuals as part of any deficit
reduction agreement, so that efforts to reduce federal budget
deficits are shared by individuals at all income levels and do
not fall primarily on low- or moderate-income Americans, who
would be affected more significantly by cuts to various federal
transfer payment and social safety net programs.
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Source: Staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation, Letter to Ways and Means
Committee Chairman Kevin Brady (R-TX) and Committee Member Richard Neal
(D-MA), Estimate of the total amount of undistributed, non-previously-taxed
post-1986 foreign earnings (August 31, 2016), and IRS Statistics of Income, US
Corporations and Their Controlled Foreign Corporations.
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Distributional neutrality

Revenue neutrality

The distribution of taxes paid by individuals relative to their
respective amounts of pre-tax income often has been a key
issue influencing tax reform considerations (see Figure 5). Both
the Tax Reform Act of 1986 and the 2014 tax reform bill (H.R.
1) introduced by former House Ways and Means Committee
Chairman Dave Camp (R-MI) sought to achieve “distributional
neutrality;” i.e., tax reform proposals were designed to avoid
a re-distribution of tax burdens from one income quintile
to another. The House Republican tax reform Blueprint
intentionally departs from this premise, promising instead to
“deliver a new tax system under which no income group will
see an increase in its Federal tax burden.” In his campaign’s
“Contract with the American Voter,” President Trump states
that the “largest tax reductions are for the middle class.”

Most tax reform legislation, including the Tax Reform Act of
1986, traditionally has sought to achieve “revenue neutrality,”
meaning that tax reform legislation overall should not increase
federal revenues and also should not increase future federal
budget deficits. However, there have been disagreements in
recent years over how to measure appropriately the revenue
neutrality of tax legislation.
Dynamic macroeconomic scoring
At the beginning of the 114th Congress, House Republicans
approved a new rule requiring the JCT staff to estimate the
macroeconomic effects of major tax legislation and to include
changes in federal revenues resulting from changes in the size
of the economy in the official revenue estimate. Congressional
Budget Office (CBO) staff also are required to provide a
macroeconomic revenue score for major legislation changing
federal mandatory spending levels.

Figure 5: Distribution of pre-tax income and federal taxes, 2013, by income percentile

Pre-tax income

52.7%
38%
28%
20.2%

Distribution
of pre-tax
income and
federal taxes

5.1%

9.3%

Lowest quintile

Second quintile

(4%)

(1.2%)

0.8%

3.9%

15%

13.9%
Middle quintile

4%

8.9%

Fourth quintile

Highest quintile

Top 10%

Top 5%

13.1% 17.1%

25.4%
42.4%
53.8%
69%

Individual income tax
All federal taxes

Top 1%

38%

61%

73%

88%

Note: The figure illustrates, for example, that the highest income quintile receives 53% of all pre-tax income, pays 88% of all federal individual income tax, and pays 69%
of all federal taxes. CBO distributes the burden of the corporate income tax by allocating 75 percent of corporate income taxes to owners of capital in proportion to their
income from interest, dividends, rents, and adjusted capital gains. CBO allocates the remaining 25 percent of corporate income taxes to workers in proportion to their
labor income.
Source: CBO, “The Distribution of Household Income and Federal Taxes, 2013,” June 2016.
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During the 113th Congress, the JCT staff were permitted to
provide a range of macroeconomic estimates to be considered
separately from their official revenue estimates that relied
on traditional scoring methods. Under one macroeconomic
model, the JCT staff projected that H.R. 1 (the Tax Reform
Act of 2014), introduced by then-Ways and Means Committee
Chairman Camp, could have increased US GDP by as much as
1.6 percent over the 2014-2023 period and increased federal
government revenues by as much as $700 billion more than
under the traditional revenue estimate. An alternative dynamic
model used by the JCT staff showed only a 0.1 percent increase
in GDP, and additional tax revenues of only $50 billion more
than the conventional revenue estimate over the same period.
While many Democrats have supported using macroeconomic
analysis to provide additional supplementary information
about the potential effects of tax legislation, Congressional
Democrats generally have questioned the reliability
of macroeconomic methodologies for the purpose of
incorporating dynamic scoring into the official revenue
estimates provided by the JCT and CBO staff.
Current policy baseline
Congressional Republican leaders also have taken the position
that the “revenue neutrality” of comprehensive tax reform
should be measured by reference to a “current policy” baseline
rather than the traditional “current law” baseline used by the
JCT and CBO. The House Republican tax reform Blueprint
notes that as of March 2016, the CBO projects Federal revenues
will total $42.089 trillion over fiscal years 2017 through
2026. The official CBO “current law baseline” assumes that
temporary tax expenditures will expire on schedule, which
would result in increased revenue of more than $400 billion
over the 10-year budget period absent action by Congress. The
Blueprint states that “House Republicans measure revenue
neutrality by reference to a ‘current policy baseline’ that
assumes that Congress, in fact, will continue to extend current
tax policy.”
While Congressional Democrats generally object to the use of
a current policy baseline in the context of tax reform, there is
a long-standing bipartisan practice of renewing expiring tax
provisions on a temporary basis without revenue offsets. The
most recent significant example of this practice was the 2015
“tax extenders” legislation signed by President Obama, which

US corporate tax
rate places American
companies at a
disadvantage in the
global economy

made permanent 22 business and individual tax provisions,
and extended more than 30 other provisions on a temporary
basis. Under a current-law baseline, CBO estimated that the
2015 tax extenders legislation would reduce federal revenues
by $680 billion over 10 years. This revenue effect has been
incorporated subsequently into CBO’s official projections of
future federal budgets, and thus reduces the amount of basebroadening needed to achieve revenue-neutral rate reductions
under the more restrictive current law baseline approach.
President Obama also used a current policy baseline approach
to his budget proposals to make permanent certain 2001 and
2003 tax cuts for individuals with incomes below $250,000.

Tax expenditures
While the Republican-led Congress is expected to rely on
dynamic macroeconomic scoring and a current policy baseline
to measure revenue neutrality, both President Trump and
Congressional tax policymakers have proposed to offset most
of the projected revenue loss associated with lowering business
and individual tax rates by broadening the tax base to reduce
or eliminate certain “tax expenditures.” The JCT staff define
expenditures as “revenue losses attributable to the provisions
of federal laws which allow a special exclusion, exemption, or
deduction from gross income or which provide a special credit,
a preferential rate of tax, or a deferral of tax liability.”
For a listing of selected tax expenditures, see Appendix E.
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Trump tax reform proposals
Business tax reform proposals
President Trump has proposed reducing the US corporate tax
rate from 35 percent to 15 percent. He also would repeal the
corporate alternative minimum tax (AMT).
Under his plan, owners of sole proprietorships, partnerships,
S corporations, and other pass-through businesses could
elect to be taxed on their pass-through business income at the
15-percent corporate rate, rather than individual tax rates. It is
unclear if distributions from large pass-through entities would
be subject to a second tax as dividends, similar to the treatment
of distributions from C corporations, and if so, how “large”
pass-through entities would be defined (such as by a threshold
of gross receipts and at what level).
President Trump has proposed allowing manufacturers to
elect full expensing of their domestic investment in plant and
equipment; businesses making this election would give up the
ability to deduct interest expense. According to a campaign
summary, an election once made could be revoked only within
the first three years; after three years, the election would be
irrevocable.
His plan would eliminate “most business tax expenditures,”
except for the research credit. “Carried interest” would be
taxed at ordinary rates.
President Trump’s tax plan also would impose a one-time,
10-percent repatriation tax on overseas corporate profits.
Earlier in his campaign, Trump’s tax plan specifically called for
the repeal of tax deferral on the foreign earnings of US-based
companies, but his most recent plan does not address the
taxation of future foreign earnings.

“Lock-out effect” discourages the
repatriation of foreign earnings
by US companies
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Individual tax reform proposals
For individuals, President Trump has proposed replacing the
current seven tax brackets with three brackets, with rates set
at 12 percent, 25 percent, and 33 percent. The individual AMT
also would be repealed.
The plan would retain the current 20-percent tax rate on longterm capital gains and qualified dividends. He has proposed
repealing the 3.8-percent net investment income tax enacted as
part of the ACA.
President Trump proposes increasing the standard deduction
to $30,000 for joint filers and to $15,000 for single filers (for
the 2016 tax year, the standard deduction is $12,600 for joint
filers and $6,300 for single filers). He would eliminate personal
exemptions as well as head-of-household filing status.
Itemized deductions would be capped under his plan at
$200,000 for joint filers and $100,000 for single filers.
President Trump has proposed repealing the estate and gift
tax, but capital gains on assets held until death and valued at
more than $10 million – assumed to apply per couple – would
be subject to tax, potentially with an exemption for small
businesses and family farms. The plan states that deductions
for contributions of appreciated assets made to a private
charity established by the decedent or the decedent’s relatives
would be disallowed.

House Republican tax reform proposals
House Republicans in June 2016 released a 35-page tax reform
plan (the Blueprint) that proposes to lower corporate and passthrough business tax rates, reduce individual tax rates, and
provide full expensing for business costs (with no deduction
for net business interest expense) under a border-adjustable
destination-based cash-flow business tax system. In addition,
the Blueprint would move the United States from a worldwide
international tax system to a “territorial” dividend-exemption
system, and impose a mandatory “deemed” repatriation
tax (8.75% for cash or cash equivalents and 3.5% for other
accumulated foreign earnings).
Note: The House Republican Blueprint has some similarity to
certain aspects of the 2014 tax reform bill introduced by former
Ways and Means Chairman Camp, such as the rates proposed
for a mandatory repatriation tax, but differs significantly
from Camp’s HR 1 in many other areas. For a side-by-side
comparison of the Camp’s 2014 tax reform bill, the Trump tax
plan, and the House Blueprint, see Appendix C.
The Blueprint was prepared by a House Republican task force
on tax reform, led by Ways and Means Committee Chairman
Brady. Chairman Brady and committee staff have been working
since July of last year to draft statutory language that reflects
the goals and principles outlined in the Blueprint.
Under the Blueprint, the top US corporate income tax rate
would be reduced from 35 percent to 20 percent. A new
pass-through business income tax system with a top rate of
25 percent would apply for owners of C corporation business
entities, including S corporations, limited liability companies,
partnerships, and sole proprietorships.
The Blueprint generally proposes eliminating all business tax
expenditures except for the research credit.
The Blueprint envisions a 14-line “postcard” size tax return for
most individuals, but leaves to the Ways and Means Committee
the task of simplifying the tax code sufficiently to achieve that
goal. The current top individual tax rate would be reduced
from 39.6 percent to 33 percent. The current seven individual
tax brackets would be replaced with three rates set at 12
percent, 25 percent, and 33 percent (identical to the three
brackets proposed by President Trump).

The Blueprint generally proposes eliminating all individual
itemized deductions other than the mortgage interest
deduction and the charitable contribution deduction. The
Blueprint states that a mortgage interest deduction will
be preserved, and notes that any changes will not affect
“existing mortgages or refinancings of existing mortgages.”
The Blueprint also states that the Ways and Means Committee
will “develop options” to continue encouraging charitable
donations, while “simplifying compliance and record-keeping.”
Qualified individual capital gain, dividend, and interest income
would be subject to a 50-percent exclusion, with the remainder
taxed as ordinary income (resulting in a top effective tax rate
of 16.5 percent on such income). This exclusion system would
replace current tax rules for investment income, which now
include a top rate of 20 percent for capital gains and qualified
dividend income.
Note: Proposals to repeal the additional 3.8-percent net
investment tax as part of separate ACA repeal legislation
(discussed below) could affect estimates of whether tax reform
legislation is distributionally neutral.
The Blueprint notes that transition rules will be needed for
tax reform in general and in particular for the move to a
destination-based cash-flow business tax system, but it does not
describe those transition rules. The Blueprint also notes that
special rules are needed for banking, insurance, and leasing
business activities under the proposed cash-flow tax system.
The Blueprint does not discuss possible effective dates for
rate reductions and other tax law changes. In 2014, former
Ways and Means Chairman Camp proposed that tax reform
provisions under HR 1 generally would begin to be effective at
the start of the next tax year (i.e, January 1, 2015 in the case of
the Tax Reform Act of 2014). If this approach were followed in
the case of tax reform legislation enacted in 2017, the earliest
reforms might begin to be effective would be January 1, 2018.
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What is a border-adjustable destination-based cash flow tax system?
The Blueprint provides for border adjustments exempting exports and taxing imports within the context
of a new destination-based cash flow business tax system. This approach to taxation is similar in substance
to the border-adjustable tax systems used by other countries. The Blueprint “does not include a valueadded tax (VAT), a sales tax, or any other tax as an addition to the fundamental reforms of the current
income tax system.”
Although President Trump has criticized the ability of other countries being able to operate border
adjustable tax systems when the United States does not as disadvantaging American workers and USbased businesses, in a January 16, 2017 interview, he expressed concern that the Blueprint’s border
adjustment proposal could be “too complicated.”
The Blueprint describes border adjustment as follows:

“Because this Blueprint reflects a move toward a cash-flow tax approach for businesses, which reflects
a consumption-based tax, the United States will be able to compete on a level playing field by applying
border adjustments within the context of our transformed business and corporate tax system.... This
will eliminate the incentives created by our current tax system to move or locate operations outside the
United States. It also will allow U.S. products, services, and intangibles to compete on a more equal
footing in both the U.S. market and the global market.”
The Blueprint states that the proposed border adjustments will be “consistent with [World Trade
Organization] rules regarding indirect taxes.”
The Blueprint’s proposal for a destination-based cash flow business tax system is similar to the “Growth
and Investment Tax” (GIT) described by President Bush’s Advisory Panel on Federal Tax Reform in 2005.
As under the Blueprint, the Bush panel’s GIT proposed that all capital expenses would be fully expensed
and net interest payments would not be deductible. Similar to the Blueprint, the GIT proposed that active
foreign earnings of US multinationals would not be subject to tax upon repatriation. The GIT border
adjustments operated by excluding from tax the gross receipts earned from exports, while effectively
taxing imports by disallowing a deduction for the cost of imports.
The border adjustment proposal has faced criticism from import-dependent industries concerned that
the border adjustment would increase the price of their products to US consumers. Many market analysts
believe the border adjustment would strengthen the value of the dollar, thereby lowering the cost of
imported products so that there could be little or no net change in the after-tax cost of imports, and thus
no significant increase in consumer costs arising from the border adjustment.
Border adjustment would remove current law incentives to locate business activities outside of the United
States in an effort to reduce US tax liability. In combination with full expensing, the Blueprint could
provide strong incentives for businesses to increase their US activities, both for production of goods and
services for US consumers and for exporting to foreign customers. However, the potential for short-term
economic disruptions during the transition to such a system remains the subject of much debate.
The Bush tax reform advisory panel recommended a series of transition rules for the GIT. The panel
recommended phasing out deductions for depreciation and amortization of pre-enactment assets and for
interest on pre-enactment debt over a five-year period, and recommended phasing in border adjustments
over a four-year schedule.
For a more detailed summary of the House Republican tax reform Blueprint, see Appendix D.
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Senate tax reform proposals
Senate Finance Chairman Hatch and his staff have been
working on a corporate integration proposal that would subject
business income to a single level of tax. The proposal, which
has not been released to date, is expected to adopt a dividendspaid deduction approach in which dividends are treated like
interest (i.e., deductible payments) and a withholding tax is
imposed on both to ensure one level of US tax on interest and
dividend income.

More momentum for
comprehensive tax
reform

In a Senate floor speech in December 2016, Chairman Hatch
said:

“Right now, we are seeing more momentum for
comprehensive tax reform – that is reform that deals with
both the individual and business tax systems – than we’ve
seen in a generation or more. And, if we’re going to do right
by our economy and the American people, we need to think
in those comprehensive terms. … I believe that corporate
integration can and should be part of the comprehensive
tax reform discussion that appears to be on the horizon.
But, given the current reality, any substantive tax reform
proposal will need to be considered and evaluated in
the context of what has quickly become a much broader
discussion.”
Senate Finance Ranking Member Wyden introduced
comprehensive tax reform bills in 2010 and 2011 that proposed
lowering the corporate tax rate to 24 percent, with revenue
offsets that included current taxation of the earnings of
foreign subsidiaries of US corporations. In 2016, Senator
Wyden released detailed statutory tax reform discussion drafts
addressing cost recovery rules, the tax treatment of derivatives,
and retirement savings. Senator Wyden also has been drafting
international tax legislation to address corporate inversions,
base erosion, and profit shifting.
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Affordable Care Act repeal

President Trump and Republican Congressional leaders have
promised to “repeal and replace” the ACA. At the same time,
they have indicated that certain provisions of the ACA – such
as those requiring health insurers to provide coverage to
individuals with pre-existing conditions – will be retained in
some form.
During a January 11, 2017 press conference, President Trump
stated that he intends to submit a plan for ACA repeal and
replacement soon after his nominee for Secretary of Health
and Human Services, Rep. Price, is confirmed by the Senate.
President Trump also said that his ACA replacement plan will
include proposals requiring pharmaceutical companies to
negotiate on drug prices.
Given the number of major tax provisions that were enacted
as part of the ACA, repealing the 2010 law could result in the
largest tax cuts to be considered by the 115th Congress after
comprehensive tax reform.
Most Republican Congressional leaders have stated that
there will need to be an extended transition period so that
the more than 20 million individuals currently receiving
health insurance under ACA provisions do not lose coverage
or experience a significant increase in the cost of coverage
immediately upon enactment of repeal legislation. Some have
indicated that the transition period could extend beyond the
2018 mid-term Congressional elections.
Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee
Chairman Lamar Alexander (R-TN) has advocated a “replace
and then repeal” approach to addressing the ACA. “As President
Trump has said, Congress should replace and repeal at the
same time, which requires figuring out how to replace it before
fully repealing it,” Chairman Alexander said last December.
Meanwhile, some House Freedom Caucus members have
expressed opposition to any delay in the full repeal of the ACA.
Congressional Democrats in general have expressed opposition
to a “repeal and then replace” approach to addressing the ACA.
Senate Democratic Leader Schumer has cautioned Republicans
that “if they repeal without a replacement, they will own it.”
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What effective date might be applied for repealing tax
provisions that were established to fund the ACA is unclear,
since some revenues will be needed to continue health
insurance coverage subsidies during any transition period and
may be needed to offset the cost of any new healthcare policies.
Details will have to be agreed upon between those who favor
quick action and those favoring a longer transition, including
how to keep insurers providing coverage in the individual
market during a transition period.
Legislation replacing the ACA also may call for significant
changes to the Medicaid health insurance program for certain
low-income Americans and the disabled, and in the Medicare
health insurance program for older Americans. A total of 31
states plus the District of Columbia took advantage of ACA
incentives to expand Medicaid coverage for lower-income
Americans. The ACA also made a number of changes to
Medicare.

Reconciliation to begin the process of
repealing the ACA
Shortly after the start of the new 115th Congress, the House
and Senate voted to begin the process of repealing the ACA
under budget reconciliation procedures that allow legislation
to be approved in the Senate with a simple majority vote,
and not the supermajority 60 votes generally required in the
Senate to advance legislation. However, as noted previously,
full repeal of ACA is not permitted under budget reconciliation
procedures, which require that all provisions in a reconciliation
measure must have an impact on the federal budget (either
expenditures or revenues). As a result, legislation that would
fully repeal and replace the ACA with new healthcare policies
would require sufficient bipartisan support to secure a 60-vote
majority in the Senate.
The budget resolution recently approved by Congress includes
reconciliation instructions for the House Ways and Means
Committee, the House Energy and Commerce Committee, the
Senate Finance Committee, and the Senate Health, Education,
Labor, and Pensions Committee to submit ACA repeal
legislation to the House and Senate Budget Committees by a
non-binding deadline of January 27.

Figure 6: Revenue Effects of Repealing Key ACA Tax Provisions

Net Increase or Decrease (-) in the
Deficit over 10 years ($Bn)

Tax Provision
3.8% Net investment tax

$223

Annual tax on health insurance providers

$156

†

Additional 0.9% Medicare Tax

$123

“Cadillac Tax” on high-cost employer-sponsored health plans

$79

Raise 7.5% AGI floor on medical expense deduction to 10%

$40

Limitations on contributions to FSAs

$32

Annual tax on drug manufacturers/importers

$30

2.3% Excise tax on medical device manufacturers/importers

$20

†

Individual and Employer Mandates*

-$130

Note: Deficit impact for FY 2016-2025 unless otherwise indicated.
† Deficit impact for FY 2017-2026.
* Includes both revenue and outlay impacts.
Sources: CBO, “Estimate of Direct Spending and Revenue Effects of H.R. 3762, The Restoring American’s Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act, as Passed by the
Senate on December 3, 2015, and Following Enactment of the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2016,” 4 January 2016; CBO, “Federal Subsidies for Health Insurance
Coverage for People under Age 65: Tables from CBO’s March 2016 Baseline,” March 2016; CBO, “Estimate of Direct Spending and Revenue Effects of H.R. 3762, The
Restoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act, with an Amendment in the Nature of a Substitute (S.A. 2874),” 2 December 2015.

Note: Significant parts of the ACA, including provisions
establishing coverage requirements for health care insurance
providers, were enacted in 2010 under regular legislative
procedures when Senate Democrats had a 60-vote majority
prior to the death of the late Senator Edward Kennedy (DMA) and the election of Senator Scott Brown (R-MA). Other
remaining provisions, including key tax provisions, were
enacted using budget reconciliation procedures.

for the individual and employer mandates for health coverage;
premium tax credits and subsidies for insurance purchased
on the ACA exchanges; the tax on health insurance providers;
the excise tax on medical devices; and the tax on high-cost
employer plans (the Cadillac tax). Some of these provisions,
such as the Cadillac tax, medical device excise tax, and the
health insurer tax, were temporarily delayed or suspended by
legislation enacted in late 2015.

Tax provisions that could be eliminated through the
reconciliation procedure include the 3.8-percent tax on net
investment income and the 0.9-percent Medicare premium
surcharge that apply to upper-income individuals; penalties
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As noted above, the potential effective dates for repealing
ACA tax provisions under any new legislation are unclear at
this time. When the previous Congress approved ACA repeal
legislation in late 2015, key tax provisions, including the
3.8-percent net investment tax, were proposed to be repealed
effective with the start of the following individual tax year (i.e.,
January 1, 2016). The revenue effects for repealing key ACA tax
provisions in that measure are shown in Figure 6.

Repeal of the employer mandate would allow employers to
adjust eligibility for their health plans. Under ACA, failure to
offer health coverage to employees working 30 or more hours
a week, and their dependents, can result in tax penalties.
Without the mandate, employers would be free to raise the
eligibility threshold, but as a practical matter would take other
factors into consideration, including employee relations and
collective bargaining agreements.

ACA replacement proposals

While the individual mandate is highly unpopular, any
replacement likely will need to incentivize younger, healthier
individuals to participate in insurance markets if Congress
continues the ACA’s requirement for health insurers to provide
coverage to individuals with pre-existing conditions. In the
absence of strong incentives for healthy individuals to purchase
insurance, most policy experts expect that the individual
insurance market will cease to function unless the guaranteed
ability to obtain health insurance coverage is also repealed.

President Trump and Congressional Republicans have not
provided a fully detailed legislative proposal for replacing
the ACA. House Republican leaders in June 2016 released a
37-page “A Better Way” health care policy paper that outlined
various proposals, and a number of House and Senate
Republicans have put forth other proposals.
Common features of these possible replacements include:

• Providing access to health coverage for those who want it but
without mandating it (mandated coverage is currently part
of the ACA)

Premium subsidies and cost-sharing reductions for ACA
exchange plans purchased by qualifying individuals and
families likely would be repealed. However, most insurers and
other organizations advocate allowing these to remain until
a comprehensive replacement plan is in place. Republican
proposals have included refundable tax credits for all
individuals to purchase coverage in the individual market
regardless of income level, if employer or other group coverage
is unavailable.

• Expanding Health Savings Accounts by increasing the
amount that can be saved on a tax-preferred basis

Elimination of fees and taxes may reduce
recordkeeping and reporting

• Allowing children to stay on their parents’ health plan to age
26 (currently part of the ACA)
• Protecting coverage for individuals with pre-existing
conditions (currently part of the ACA)

• Modifying the tax-preferred treatment of employer-provided
health insurance for individuals
• Reversing Medicaid expansion and switching to block grants
or per capita payments
• Focusing on drug innovation and repealing the medical
device tax
• Returning health insurance regulation to states
• Changing Medicare, potentially to a premium support
program, for future retirees.
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Several tax reporting requirements may be affected by a partial
repeal of the ACA. For example, repeal of the individual and
employer mandates could make reporting related to those
mandates and the premium tax credit irrelevant. Employers
could be relieved of the burdens associated with tracking
employee hours in connection with the employer mandate,
despite significant investments in adopting processes and
technologies to do so. However, if ACA replacement proposals
to offer tax credits to individuals without employer coverage
were to be implemented, there would need to be some sort
of employer reporting mechanism to identify the individuals
eligible for such credits.
Similarly, repeal of the fee to support the Patient Centered
Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) could eliminate the
need to report to the IRS and pay the fee with respect to
individuals covered under insured and self-funded health
plans. In addition, elimination of the health insurance provider
fee would relieve covered insurers from having to report net
premium revenues and other information to IRS.

Trade and other legislative
priorities
Actions in 2017 related to international trade, infrastructure
investment, federal regulations, and other legislative priorities
could have a significant effect on businesses and individuals.

Trade
President Trump has stated that a top priority of his
administration will be to “negotiate fair trade deals that
create American jobs, increase American wages, and reduce
America’s trade deficit.” It is unclear how aggressive the Trump
administration may be in taking action to impose higher tariffs
on imported goods and services as part of his effort to reduce
the US trade deficit. The US Department of Commerce reported
last December (in its most recent monthly survey for October
2016) that the United States ran a net US trade deficit of $42.6
billion, which reflected a negative $63.4 billion balance of
trade for goods offset by a positive $20.8 billion balance of
trade for services.
President Trump has nominated Robert Lighthizer to serve
as US Trade Representative (USTR), a cabinet level position.
Lighthizer served as Deputy USTR under President Ronald
Reagan. President Trump also has chosen University of
California-Irvine economics professor Peter Navarro to head
a new White House National Trade Council overseeing US
trade and industrial policy. According to a Trump transition
team statement, the new National Trade Council will advise
the president on “innovative strategies” in trade negotiations,
coordinate with other agencies to “assess US manufacturing
capabilities and the defense industrial base,” and lead a
“Buy America, Hire America” program to guide government
procurement programs. President Trump also has said that
Commerce Secretary-designate Wilbur Ross will play a central
role in identifying violations of existing trade agreements by
foreign countries.
Presidential trade and tariff authority
The new President will have broad authority to negotiate
trade agreements. Congress in June 2015 enacted legislation
renewing trade promotion authority (TPA) for six years.
TPA provides Presidents with authority to negotiate
comprehensive reciprocal free trade agreements with major
trading partners, which then are considered in Congress
under an expedited process.

Under TPA procedures, trade agreements are subject to limited
debate (i.e., no filibuster) and an up-or-down vote (i.e., no
amendments allowed) when all debate time expires. Also
known as “fast track” trade negotiating authority, TPA is subject
to certain conditions, including Congressional consultation and
access to information during all phases of trade negotiations.
During his campaign, President Trump stated he would impose
tariffs on goods sold into the United States by certain countries
if they engage in unfair trade practices, and on the products of
US companies that close a plant located in the United States
and then seek to export to the United States goods produced
in a foreign country. He cited a President’s authority to impose
tariffs under various existing trade provisions, including
Section 301 of Trade Act of 1974, which delegates authority to
the President to modify certain tariff rates when “the rights of
the United States under any trade agreement are being denied”
or “an act, policy, or practice of a foreign country ... (i) violates,
or is inconsistent with, the provisions of, or otherwise denies
benefits to the United States under, any trade agreement,
or (ii) is unjustifiable and burdens or restricts United States
commerce.”
When a President exercises trade-related powers delegated by
Congress, such actions may be challenged in court. Foreign
countries also may bring a WTO challenge against actions
by the United States that are alleged to conflict with US
commitments under existing trade agreements.

The new President will
have broad authority
to negotiate trade
agreements
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Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)
President Trump has stated that he plans to withdraw from
the TPP trade agreement, which was signed by the United
States but has not been approved by Congress. TPP, negotiated
by the Obama administration, is an agreement involving
the United States and 11 other countries in Asia Pacific and
North and South America. The stated purpose of the TPP is to
deepen economic ties and foster trade between these nations
by reducing or eliminating a substantial number of tariffs.
The Obama administration cited national security interests in
support of the TPP relative to China, which is not a member
of the TPP agreement and has initiated its own regional trade
agreement negotiations.
The TPP could remove barriers to countries where the United
States currently does not have preferential market access,
including Japan and Vietnam. Various industry groups have
championed this approach, which includes changing provisions
around data flows and intellectual property protections. TPP
was the subject of considerable criticism by both President
Trump and Secretary Hillary Clinton during the presidential
campaign and has surfaced as the focus of potential early
action under the new administration. House Ways and Means
Committee Chairman Brady and certain other leaders in
Congress have urged President Trump to support strengthening
TPP rather than abandoning the agreement.
President Trump has said that he will direct the USTR to
bring trade cases against China in response to that country’s
“unfair subsidy behavior.” He also has stated he will instruct
the Treasury Secretary to label China a currency manipulator,
and will “use every lawful presidential power to remedy trade
disputes if China does not stop its illegal activities, including its
theft of American trade secrets.”
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
President Trump has called for withdrawal from NAFTA unless
a revised agreement can be negotiated with Canada and
Mexico that offers American workers “a better deal.” Once in
office, he could withdraw the United States from NAFTA six
months after providing written notice of withdrawal to Canada
and Mexico. Withdrawal from NAFTA would lead to increased
customs duties on goods traded between Canada, Mexico, and
the United States. Canada was the United States’ largest export
market for goods and second largest supplier of imported
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goods in 2015, and Mexico was the United States’ second
largest export market for goods and its third largest supplier
of imported goods. Canada’s Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
and Mexico’s President Enrique Pena Nieto have indicated that
they are prepared to discuss updates to NAFTA with President
Trump.
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership
(TTIP)
The United States and the European Union (EU) in
February 2013 announced plans to launch negotiations for
a comprehensive TTIP intended to create growth and jobs
on both sides of the Atlantic by removing trade barriers.
The Obama administration in March 2013 formally notified
Congress of its intention to negotiate with the EU on TTIP.
Recently, there appears to be resistance on the part of some EU
members to move forward with TTIP. In addition, the United
Kingdom’s vote to exit from the EU and the United States’
election of Donald Trump as president would appear to make
completion of TTIP negotiations unlikely.
Trade Facilitation Agreement
WTO member countries at a December 2013 ministerial in Bali,
Indonesia adopted an ambitious package of trade liberalization
measures. Expectations ahead of the Bali meeting had been
low, but member countries reached a Trade Facilitation
Agreement (TFA), the first multilateral trade agreement
concluded by members since the WTO was formed in 1994. By
December 6, 2016, 102 WTO members (including the United
States) have ratified the agreement. TFA will enter into force
once two-thirds (or 108) of the WTO’s 162 members have
completed their domestic ratification process.
Doha Round
Launched in November 2001, the WTO Doha Round of
multilateral trade negotiations among WTO countries has been
characterized by differences among the United States, the EU,
and advanced developing nations. Given these differences,
WTO members have been unable to reach a comprehensive
Doha Round agreement.
For a summary of other recently enacted trade legislation, see
Appendix G.

Infrastructure
President Trump has called for legislative action on $1 trillion
in infrastructure investment over 10 years. There appears
to be bipartisan Congressional interest in an infrastructure
package, although some Republicans in the House and Senate
have expressed doubts about significantly increasing federal
spending on infrastructure due to concerns about projected
increases in federal budget deficits and the potential for
“wasteful” spending by the government. President Trump has
nominated former Labor Secretary Elaine Chao to serve as
Secretary of Transportation.
It is unclear how the additional spending would be financed
or whether this happens as part of tax reform or as a separate
piece of legislation. Senate Minority Leader Schumer and
others have called for some revenue from mandatory deemed
repatriation to fund infrastructure programs. As Trump
campaign advisors, Wilbur Ross and Peter Navarro proposed
tax credits to encourage private investment in infrastructure.

Congress in 2015 enacted a long-term reauthorization of
federal highway and mass transit programs. The Fixing
America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act of 2015 (P.L. 11494) provided $305 billion for federal transportation programs
through 2020, with $235 billion coming from federal fuel
excise taxes and the remaining $70 billion offset by nontransportation sources.
The authorization for the Federal Aviation Administration and
federal excise taxes on aviation fuel and air transportation
services are set to expire on September 30, 2017.

There appears
to be bipartisan
Congressional interest
in an infrastructure
package
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Federal regulations
President Trump has called for all federal departments and
agencies to submit a list of “wasteful and unnecessary”
regulations, and has said he will issue a temporary moratorium
on new agency regulations that are not required by Congress or
public safety. He also has promised to “cancel immediately all
illegal and overreaching executive orders.”

an economic impact greater than $100 million) – rather than
allowing Congress to disapprove of those proposed rules and
regulations, as is currently the case under the CRA. This bill
would require Congress to approve any new “major rule” issued
by the executive branch before it can go into effect.
It is unclear whether the Senate will approve similar legislation
to modify the CRA and regulatory procedures.

Presidents have general discretion to cancel the executive
orders of their predecessors. By contrast, regulations generally
are addressed under specified administrative procedures that
allow for public comments.

Other legislative issues

Recently finalized Section 385 tax regulations are among
the guidance that could be revoked through administrative
procedures by the Treasury Department. The Treasury
Department and the IRS on October 13, 2016 released final and
temporary regulations under Section 385 that address whether
certain instruments between related parties are treated as debt
or equity. The government made significant changes in the
final regulations in response to public comments, dramatically
narrowing the application of the rules.

• A temporary suspension of the federal debt limit will
be reinstated on March 16, 2017. While the Trump
administration’s Treasury Department can use
“extraordinary measures” to postpone the need for an
increase in the statutory debt limit until later in the year,
debate over this issue could focus attention on projected
increases in future federal budget deficits, which would be
affected by tax legislation.

House Ways and Means Chairman Brady has said that he hopes
the Trump Treasury Department will take quick action to
begin the administrative process of revoking the Section 385
regulations.
Congress has an opportunity to use the Congressional Review
Act (CRA) to “disapprove” the Section 385 regulations and
other guidance finalized within 60 legislative days of the end
of the 114th Congress. Under the CRA, the 60-day period for
Congress to pass a “disapproval resolution” carries over to the
first few months of the 115th Congress.
The House on January 4, 2017 passed legislation (H.R. 21)
to amend the CRA process to allow for en bloc disapproval
of multiple regulations that federal agencies have submitted
for congressional review within the last 60 legislative days
of a session of Congress during the final year of a President’s
term, rather than requiring separate disapproval votes on
individual regulations.
The House on January 5, 2017 passed legislation (H.R. 26) that
modifies the federal rule-making process for future regulations
by requiring Congress to approve executive agency regulatory
proposals that are deemed to be “major rules” (those with
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Additional issues that may affect the prospects for legislation
this year include:

• President Trump and Congress will need to agree on federal
government funding levels for the remainder of FY 2017
(which runs through September 30, 2017) before the current
temporary funding measure expires on April 28.
• Previously enacted measures to impose caps on discretionary
defense and non-defense federal spending will be effective
again when the federal government’s fiscal year 2018 begins
on October 1, 2017. President Trump has called for increased
defense spending.

Global tax controversy

Global tax controversies continue to create uncertainty for US
multinational enterprises competing globally.
Since 2012, G20 countries and the OECD have pursued an
initiative to update international tax rules to close loopholes
and gaps between individual country’s tax systems that could
result in low or untaxed income. Although an important goal
of the BEPS project was consensus regarding changes to the
international tax regime, the report recommendations reflect
varying degrees of consensus. Even before the OECD’s “base
erosion and profit shifting” (BEPS) recommendations had
been finalized in 2015, some countries had moved to address
BEPS concerns with unilateral changes in their international
tax laws, along with increased tax audits and high-profile
investigations.
Since 2014, the European Commission (EC) has been pursuing
claims of “fiscal State Aid” through a series of investigations
focused on tax rulings purported to deliver “selective” benefits
to multinational companies, particularly US companies.
The State aid investigations appear to have been spawned
by the attention the BEPS project has given to allegations
of “aggressive” tax planning and “unfair” tax avoidance by
multinational companies.

OECD BEPS project
More than 60 countries were directly involved in the technical
groups that formulated the final BEPS reports, which were
endorsed by the G20 leaders in November 2015. The OECD
in March 2016 released its Inclusive Framework for BEPS
Implementation (Framework) to facilitate implementing
its recommendations in countries around the world and to
establish an “inclusive mechanism” for monitoring that work.

From the beginning of the
BEPS project, concerns
have been raised regarding
the ability of the OECD to
achieve consensus

While the Framework provides limited details, the OECD has
promised some form of peer review for implementation of
BEPS measures to ensure that no country gains an “unfair
competitive advantage.” Of greater concern to business
is the extent to which countries’ BEPS implementation is
inconsistent, resulting in uncertainty, increased disputes, and
the potential for double taxation.
Ninety countries are now participating in the OECD’s tax
work. Such a large number of participants raises fundamental
questions about the OECD’s ability to achieve the consensus
that will allow it to continue operating in coming years as a
standard-setting body for international tax rules. The OECD
historically has consisted of a small group of relatively likeminded member countries that dominated the global economy,
focused on helping member countries agree on uniform,
consistent international tax rules, in order to minimize double
taxation that could inhibit cross-border trade and investment.
The BEPS project highlighted difficulties in achieving
consensus with a large number of participating countries
whose interest may not be aligned. Where such consensus
proved elusive, the final BEPS reports resorted to a “menu
of options” approach, which accomplished little more than
cataloging divergent country views.
With the OECD’s annual statistics on the “mutual agreement
procedure” (MAP) caseloads of all its member countries and
of “partner economies” showing an inventory of cases rising
significantly, concerns have heightened regarding the ability
of the OECD to achieve consensus around standards providing
global businesses with the guidelines needed to apply varying
rules to calculate their taxable income in each country in which
they operate.
The latest statistics reflect record amounts of cross-border
controversies, with 2,509 MAP cases initiated in 2015,
compared with 2,259 in 2014. The pending inventory of
disputes totaled 6,176 at the end of 2015, compared with 5,429
at the close of 2014.
On November 24, 2016, the OECD published the Multilateral
Convention to Implement Tax Treaty Related Measures to
Prevent BEPS (MLI), which includes provisions for mandatory
binding arbitration that would assist in resolving disputes.
However, mandatory binding arbitration can only occur if both
contracting jurisdictions choose to apply it; reportedly, only 27
jurisdictions are interested in doing so at this time.
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In addition, although the default for those countries agreeing
to arbitration is the “gold standard” of “last-best-offer” or
“short-form” mandatory binding arbitration (known as
“baseball” arbitration in the United States), countries may
reserve the right to adopt “independent opinion” arbitration.
Additional work appears necessary in order to achieve practical
improvements in dispute resolution and reverse the alarming
increase in MAP cases.
The MLI could result in the modification of a large number
of tax treaties to incorporate the new BEPS standards on
permanent establishments (PEs) and on treaty abuse. The final
BEPS Action 7 report significantly reduced the threshold for
income tax nexus, reflecting a desire by market countries to
gain greater taxing rights over non-resident companies selling
into their countries. The likely result will be greater income
taxation in market countries on sales into those countries
above the income currently being reported for sales functions
performed there.
Finally, many countries are likely to elect the MLI provisions
to prevent “treaty shopping” based on a so-called “principal
purpose test.” The broad reach and vagueness of that approach
has raised concerns that many bona fide enterprises and
business transactions could lose the protections previously
accorded by tax treaties.
Multinationals are preparing for the vastly increased
documentation requirements that are the hallmark of the
BEPS project’s focus on greater transparency and disclosure.
New documentation standards being widely implemented
across the globe require aggregated financial and tax data on
a country-by-country basis, with the stated goal to facilitate
transfer pricing risk assessment. The new “master file” aims
to provide a complete picture of the multinational’s global
operations, including an analysis of profit drivers, supply
chains, intangibles, and financing.
Looming over the impending deadlines for filing these
new reports is the potential for the new documentation
requirements to trigger increased transfer pricing disputes and
a risk of public disclosure of sensitive commercial information.
In this environment, companies will have an increased need to
consider reputational issues as part of the tax planning process.
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European Commission State aid
investigations
After the OECD’s BEPS project got underway, the EC initiated
a series of State aid investigations primarily involving US
multinationals that had obtained tax rulings from EU Member
States regarding the tax treatment of their operations under
the member states’ laws. Internal EU competition laws prohibit
member states from granting subsidies on a selective basis
to attract investment. Subsidies can be direct, such as cash
disbursements, or indirect, such as through the selective
granting of tax benefits.
In June 2014, the EC announced that certain transfer pricing
rulings given by Member States to particular taxpayers may
have violated EU State aid restrictions. Since then, the EC
has issued preliminary and final decisions against four US
companies, retroactively assessing higher taxes on income
(with interest) going back 10 years, which is the period
permitted under the State aid rules.
Most recently, in December 2016, the EC published the nonconfidential version of its final decision on the State aid
investigation into the profit attribution arrangements and
corporate taxation agreed to in two rulings granted by Ireland.
In its final decision, the EC concluded that the two rulings
granted in 1991 and 2007 on the attribution of profits to the
Irish branch of two Irish-incorporated, non-resident companies
constituted unlawful State aid, and ordered immediate
recovery of the aid. Based on this decision, the Irish authorities
are required to recover the alleged unlawful State aid. The EC
has not quantified the amount of the aid but, according to an
estimate made by the EC and communicated in its press release
on August 30, 2016, the amount of the aid may be as high as
€13 billion. Recoveries of State aid must include interest on the
amount of the subsidy.
The EC State aid investigations have been a matter of ongoing
bipartisan concern on Capitol Hill. For example, Senate
Finance Committee Chairman Hatch, Ranking Member Wyden,
and Finance members Portman and Schumer wrote to Treasury
Secretary Jack Lew in early 2016 to express their objections to
the EC State aid investigations.
In February 2016, Secretary Lew sent a letter to EC President
Jean-Claude Juncker describing the US government concerns
about the EC State aid investigations, including the potential
for lost tax revenue, increased barriers to cross-border
investment, and the undermining of the multilateral progress
made toward reducing tax avoidance.

In August 2016, Treasury expressed further concerns with the
EC’s approach to its State aid investigations in a 25-page White
Paper. The White Paper contends that the EC has adopted
a new approach to the question of whether Member States’
generally available tax rulings may constitute impermissible
State aid in particular cases, by collapsing the requirements of
advantage and selectivity and by considering an advantage that
is only available to multinationals as necessarily selective.
The White Paper states that by seeking to recover amounts
related to tax years prior to the announcement of its new
approach, the EC is in effect seeking retroactive recoveries,
which would be inconsistent with EU legal principles (notably
the principle of legal certainty). Moreover, imposing retroactive
recoveries would undermine the G20’s efforts to improve tax
certainty and set an undesirable precedent for tax authorities
in other countries. Finally, the White Paper considers the EC’s
new approach to be inconsistent with international norms and
to undermine the international tax system. The US Treasury
concludes by noting that it is considering potential responses
should the EC continue its present course.
The EC’s immediate reaction suggests that the White Paper
had little effect, as the current investigations continue and new
investigations have been promised. Consequently, the ongoing
State aid investigations and the EU’s continuing work on its
anti-tax avoidance agenda are expected to be a continuing
point of controversy for US companies and the incoming Trump
administration will have to address.

European Union anti-tax avoidance efforts
The EU has been pursuing an anti-tax avoidance agenda on a
parallel track to the OECD’s BEPS project. Significant progress
towards advancing that agenda occurred in June 2016, when
political agreement on the Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive
(ATAD) was reached by the EU Member States in the Council of
the EU.
ATAD is part of the Anti-Tax Avoidance Package (ATAP)
originally presented by the EU Commission (EC) in January
2016. The agreement requires all Member States to enact laws
that largely implement the OECD BEPS outcomes on interest
limitation rules, hybrid mismatches and controlled foreign
companies (CFCs), as well as additional measures on exit
taxation and a general anti-abuse rule (GAAR). EU Member
States generally will (with a limited number of exceptions)
be required to adopt these ATAD measures in their domestic
law by December 31, 2018, such that they apply no later than
January 1, 2019.

ATAD may have a bigger impact in some member states than
others (particularly for those that currently have CFC rules, for
example). But most EU Member States will have to make some
changes to their existing tax regime. The directive’s aim is to
ensure consistent implementation of certain anti-avoidance
provisions (including some of the key OECD BEPS actions)
across the Member States. In that sense the directive can be
seen, much like the OECD’s BEPS project, as closing gaps as
well as creating a “level playing field” throughout the EU by
limiting opportunities for tax competition.
In October 2016, the EC published four new draft EU
Directives, with proposals to extend hybrid mismatch rules,
allow arbitration in double tax disputes, harmonize the
corporate tax base (CCTB), and apply that tax base on a
consolidated, formulary apportionment basis (CCCTB).
Different time frames are expected for approval of each
proposal. Despite considerable opposition from individual EU
Member States, it appears that the CCCTB remains the EC’s
ultimate goal. The CCCTB proposals (proposed to be applicable
from January 1, 2021) would consolidate the results of entities
in a corporate group in the EU under a single filing and
apportion the aggregate profits to individual Member States
according to labor, assets, and sales by destination.
EC proposals for public country-by-country reporting (PCbCR)
have taken various forms in recent months, both within the EU
as a whole and in particular Member States (such as France).
There are proposals from the EC to update the so-called
Accounting Directive to include PCbCR. An opinion from the
Legal Service of the Council of the EU suggested that it cannot
proceed as an accounting measure (requiring only a qualified
majority in Council and simple majority in Parliament) but
it would have to be a tax measure (requiring unanimity from
the Council alone). However, the EC’s Legal Service has
challenged the Council’s legal opinion and has reiterated the
EC’s views that it is properly an accounting measure that can be
implemented without unanimous approval by all members of
the EU Council.
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Tax treaties
Update on pending treaties/protocols
No new US tax treaties or protocols have entered into force since 2010 due to objections raised by Senator
Rand Paul (R-KY) about information-sharing agreements that generally are part of all US tax treaties. On
October 29, 2015, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee held a hearing on treaties/protocols – with
Chile, Hungary, Poland, Japan, Luxembourg, Spain, and Switzerland, and a protocol to a multilateral
treaty on mutual administrative assistance in tax matters. Although they were reported out favorably by
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on November 10, 2015, the eight agreements were not ratified
by the full Senate and remain pending in the Foreign Relations Committee with the start of the new 115th
Congress. Since 2015, new US treaties/protocols have been agreed to with Vietnam and Norway.
2016 US Model Treaty
On February 17, 2016, the Treasury Department released a new US Model Treaty, which is the baseline
text Treasury uses in negotiating tax treaties. The new US Model contains several controversial provisions,
including a new article denying treaty benefits for income subject to “special” (i.e., preferential) tax
regimes; a rule eliminating benefits for income allocable to “exempt permanent establishments;”
a mechanism for partial termination of treaties where a treaty partner reduces its corporate income tax
rate below a certain threshold; and new restrictions in the treaty’s Limitation on Benefits article. It also
includes rules denying treaty benefits for payments made by what it terms inverted companies to
connected persons, and provisions requiring disputes between the treaty partners to be resolved
through mandatory binding arbitration.
It is not known whether the Trump administration will use the new, more restrictive, US Model going
forward or whether new Treasury Department leadership will replace it. To the extent the provisions of
the new US Model are included in future treaties and protocols, companies will find it more difficult to
qualify for treaty benefits under the new standards. For companies that are able to qualify, the benefits
will be more limited. Given the difficulty in obtaining approval of the agreements pending before the
Senate despite broad business support, it is unclear how approval would be obtained for agreements
negotiated under the new US Model with their more limited benefits for the US business community.
Negotiations for new treaties and to revise existing treaties with older provisions
The Treasury Department has been negotiating new treaties with Argentina and Colombia. In addition,
Treasury has been actively discussing with certain treaty partners the incorporation of the new US Model
provisions into existing treaties, including those with Luxembourg, Ireland, and the Netherlands.
Discussions with the United Kingdom are ongoing.
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IRS challenges

Recent reductions in IRS funding reflect continued concerns
by Congressional Republicans over the agency’s handling of
applications for tax-exempt status by certain organizations
and the response to these concerns by IRS Commissioner
John Koskinen, whose five-year term is scheduled to expire
in November 2017. Koskinen, who survived a December 6,
2016, attempt by some House Republicans to impeach him,
has said that he would be willing to serve another term under
a Trump administration. President Trump has not indicated
whether he will ask Koskinen to remain or appoint a new
Commissioner. IRS Chief Counsel William (Bill) Wilkins has
resigned his position.
The continuing resolution enacted on December 10, 2016, set
funding for federal departments and agencies at 2016 levels
through April 28, 2017. The FY 2016 funding bill set the IRS
budget at $11.2 billion, up from $10.9 billion for FY 2015. In
spite of this increase, the current IRS funding level is roughly
$1 billion below the agency’s FY 2010 funding level.
Current IRS funding is at its lowest level in over 15 years when
adjusted for inflation, notwithstanding increases in the number
of taxpayers and programs – such as the ACA and the Foreign
Account Tax Compliance Act – that the agency must administer
as unfunded mandates. In addition, the FY 2016 funding
bill stipulated that $290 million of the IRS budget was to be
spent on improving customer service, fraud prevention, and
cybersecurity.

Impact of budget cuts
While Congressional leaders have said that the IRS needs
to do a better job of managing its resources, the impact of
declining resources is being felt across the organization and by
the taxpaying public. Labor costs are the bulk of the agency’s
expenses. Due to budget cuts, staffing has been reduced from
roughly 100,000 employees in 2010 to less than 85,000 in
2016, and a number of senior IRS officials recently have left
the agency. In effect, there is a hiring freeze that limits the
agency’s ability to fill staff openings. IRS officials have said that
staff attrition is having an effect on exam and appeals cycle
times, the frequency of examinations and the extent to which
they stay current, pre-filing agreements, and industry issue
resolutions, as well as IRS efforts to respond to cybersecurity
and identity theft threats.

LB&I reorganization
The IRS Large Business & International Division (LB&I),
responsible for taxpayers with assets of $10 million or
more, similarly has been affected by the decreased budget.
Having lost over a quarter of its workforce since 2010 due to
retirements and other natural attrition, LB&I in recent years
has been taking steps to allocate its declining resources more
efficiently by directing resources to cases with the highest
compliance risks, streamlining audits with an issue-focused
approach, utilizing a centralized risk model for case and issue
selection, and expanding the use of data analytics to identify
noncompliance.
LB&I in September 2015 announced major changes in its
structure and operation. The most significant organizational
changes were the replacement of two Deputy Commissioners
(one domestic and one international) with a single Deputy
Commissioner, and the replacement of “Industries” with
nine Practice Areas, five grouped by subject matter (Passthrough Entities, Enterprise Activities, Cross-Border Activities,
Withholding and International Individual Compliance, and
Treaty and Transfer Pricing Operations), and four grouped
by geography.
The IRS on February 26, 2016 published the final version of
Publication 5125, Large Business & International Examination
Process, outlining an issue-based approach to conducting
examinations of LB&I taxpayers. The IRS in March 2016 also
published significantly updated Internal Revenue Manual
(IRM) Section 4.46 implementing the new LB&I examination
process (LEP). Publication 5125 and updated IRM Section
4.46 became effective May 1, 2016 and replaced the Quality
Examination Process for cases starting on that date.
The replacement of the Quality Examination Process within
the new LEP was expected given LB&I’s goal of moving toward
issued-focused examinations. However, Publication 5125 and
updated IRM Section 4.46 are notably silent as to key elements
of the LB&I reorganization announced in September 2015.
Specifically, the most recent IRS communications have not
addressed implementation of issue-focused audit campaigns
as part of LB&I’s new centralized risk assessment and case
selection strategy meant to phase out continuous audits for
larger taxpayers and eliminate the Coordinated Industry Case
program and Industry Case distinction in classifying taxpayers.
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Campaign-oriented audits may involve a combination of
treatment streams, including examinations, outreach, and
guidance. LB&I recently announced that it plans to launch
in late January 2017 its first six to 12 campaigns, which will
touch on issues that cross LB&I taxpayers, including inbound
and outbound international issues. The IRS has said that there
will be a significant number of issues addressed in the initial
launch, but it is unlikely that all the top challenges facing LB&I
taxpayers will be part of the first group of campaigns.
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Possible IRS restructuring as part of tax
reform legislation
The House Republican Blueprint for tax reform calls for
restructuring the IRS into a more streamlined administrator
of the tax system. The Blueprint calls for the IRS to have three
customer service-focused units: (1) a families and individuals
unit, (2) a unit to administer the tax code for all sizes and types
of businesses, and (3) a new dispute resolution mechanism
independent of the IRS. The Blueprint calls for each unit to
have a better-trained workforce and a modernized information
system to handle matters relevant to taxpayers in their
particular area of responsibility, but funding decisions for the
IRS would remain subject to the annual appropriations process.
The Blueprint proposes that a “streamlined” IRS will be led by
an Administrator who will be appointed by the President and
confirmed by the Senate for a three-year term (instead of the
current five-year term provided for IRS commissioners).

Economic outlook

The economy closed the calendar year on a relatively optimistic
note, but the results of the 2016 elections demonstrated that
many Americans have significant economic concerns several
years after the end of the “Great Recession” of 2007-2009.
Unemployment rates continued their fall throughout 2016,
the stock market broke new records, and households ended
the year with low levels of debt. Consumer sentiment rose on
a nationwide level, but many voters last year expressed strong
discontent with their own local economic situation. President
Trump focused much of his campaign on concerns that US
economic growth has fallen below its past historical average
and other signs of economic uncertainty.
Business took these mixed signals with caution. While interest
rates and oil prices remained low, both appear poised to rise
over the next few years. Expectations for global economic
growth are relatively modest.

Over the longer term, the US economy faces continuing
structural challenges. Private investment has been sporadic,
and new innovations have not led to productivity growth. If
productivity continues to grow at a low rate, overall economic
growth will remain slow relative to the pace of recent decades,
given slower population growth and the retirement of the baby
boom generation from the labor force. Meanwhile, Federal
debt will continue to climb in the absence of significant policy
changes, which could crowd out future private investment and
innovation.

Households saw positive economic trends
in 2016
Households on a national level saw positive economic results
during 2016, as demonstrated by the unemployment and
underemployment rates, borrowing levels, household income,
and overall consumer sentiment measures, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Recent economic trends
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The unemployment rate continued to fall for the US labor
force in 2016. By December, the unemployment rate was 4.7
percent. Counting discouraged workers not included in this
headline measure, and adjusting for workers preferring fulltime work but only working part-time, the underemployment
rate was 9.3 percent in December, well below its 9.9-percent
level from the prior year. While the number of unemployed
workers fell by 375,000 over the year, labor force participation
remains low compared to pre-recession levels. Approximately
78 percent of individuals aged 25-54 were employed in ber,
up from a low of 74.8 percent during the recession but still
below the peak of more than 80 percent prior to the recession.
Prior to the recession, household borrowing levels raised
concerns as individuals appeared to be relying on mortgage and
other housing debt to fuel consumption. There was a significant
amount of overall debt level reduction by households in
response to the recession, and during the recovery household
debt service has remained low relative to income. Part of
this is attributable to the historically low interest rates on
household debt, but consumers have been cautious with
their balance sheets. Total mortgage and consumer debt
at the end of September 2016 essentially matched the
pre-recession peak from the second quarter of 2008.
The most recent data on the median inflation-adjusted
household income showed a significant jump in 2015 over the
prior year. This increase was a positive sign for households
that have seen only modest increases in wages over the
expansion, but median household income still remained
below its pre-recession high.
Household sentiment in 2016 generally remained above
its long-run average. Strong stock market returns and
the labor force and income developments provided
additional confidence to households over the year.
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US businesses face challenges
The US business environment presented several challenges
to domestic businesses over 2016, as shown in Figure 8.
The dollar appreciated further throughout 2016; this
appreciation accelerated after the election in November.
As of early December, the trade-weighted dollar
exchange rate was 23 percent above its average level
since 1990. The strong dollar makes US exports more
expensive and foreign goods cheaper, causing US
products to be less price competitive in world markets.
Oil prices remained low throughout 2016, but prices began to
rise at the end of the year. The Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) came to an agreement to
limit production and boost prices. Higher energy costs will
add pressure to manufacturers and other energy users.
Banks generally tightened lending standards throughout
2016. The end of the year saw interest rates begin to
rise as the Federal Reserve increased the federal funds
rate and bond markets pushed up yields on debt.
While some of the favorable borrowing conditions began
to recede in 2016, private investment remained modest.
Average growth in inflation-adjusted nonresidential private
investment was 3.8 percent over the last 30 years; the
average growth rate over the last three years was half the
average, at 1.9 percent. Investment increases the amount
of capital per worker, which increases current economic
output, and promotes the creation and adoption of new
innovation, which leads to future growth. Less investment
in the current period will limit current and future growth.

Figure 8: Current economic challenges
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1 - From the Federal Reserve, the sum of mortgage debt and consumer credit debt
was $13.4 trillion in September 2016, compared to $13.3 trillion in June 2008.
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Concerns with productivity growth
The slow investment of the last several years could indicate
a broader issue: slowing productivity growth. The growth
in productivity in the US economy, measured as the value
of output produced per hour of labor input, has slowed
significantly in the last decade compared to the prior decade.

Figure 9: Average annual growth in labor productivity, 1947-2016
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(see Figure 9).
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Productivity gains enhance company earnings and lead to
increased wages. Wage growth since the end of the recession
in 2009 has been modest, rising an average of 2.1 percent
per year. The low level of income growth for most Americans
was cited as a concern during last year’s elections.
The productivity slowdown is not unique to the United States.
Productivity growth in other G-7 countries has lagged the US
growth rate, and on a country-by-country basis growth in 20052015 has been half (or less) than the average for 1995-2005.
Several possible explanations have been offered for the decline
in productivity:
• there are few productivity-enhancing opportunities left, so
countries could be seeing a permanent slowdown;
• lags between innovation and productivity are responsible for
the current lull, but growth will resume in the future; or
• productivity is growing but is difficult to measure correctly.
A combination of these factors may explain the slowdown.
If productivity gains are harder to achieve or recognize in
the form of increased profits, companies may be reluctant
to increase investment, as has occurred over the past several
years. A continued slowdown in productivity would limit future
income and economic growth.

2 - 2017 Economic Report of the President, page 59.
3 - See Robert Gordon (2016), The Rise and Fall of American Growth, Princeton University Press.
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accessed December 2016; PwC calculations.

Federal budget outlook

The federal budget deficit in fiscal year 2016 climbed to 3.2
percent of GDP, compared to 2.5 percent in 2015. This was
the first increase in the deficit as a share of GDP since 2009.
The retroactive extension of certain business and individual
expiring tax provisions, including permanent extension of the
research credit and an expanded child tax credit, accounted
for a significant portion of the increase. Another factor was
the shift of certain payments from 2017 to 2016 because
the beginning of the new fiscal year fell on a weekend. The
combination of these two factors raised the deficit by over 0.5
percentage points.
Beyond 2016, the CBO projects that the deficit will remain
around 3 percent of GDP through 2019, before beginning to
climb in 2019 and later. By 2026, it is projected to reach 4.6
percent of GDP, as shown in Figure 10.
Revenues are projected to climb slowly over the period as
withdrawals from retirement accounts are subjected to tax and
income growth pushes households into higher tax brackets.
The CBO projection assumes wages and salaries will grow
faster for upper-income households and more slowly for others.
Spending is projected by CBO to grow from 21 percent of GDP in
2016 to 23 percent by 2026. Over three-quarters of the increase

is attributable to three major components: Social Security, major
health programs including Medicare, and net interest. Health
spending could be higher or lower, depending on legislative
changes to the ACA in the new Congress. Increases in net interest
on the debt will be difficult to slow, given projections for both an
expanding debt and rising interest rates.
Assuming these projected deficit levels, the federal debt held
by the public will rise from 77 percent in 2016 to 86 percent
by 2026. These debt levels assume that revenues and spending
match projections. Policy changes could lead to very different
outcomes. First, tax reform may either expand or contract
revenues from current projections. Second, the projected
spending levels assume strict discretionary spending caps and
sequestered mandatory spending, but these have been adjusted
by Congress in the past.
The longer-run budget challenges facing the federal
government have not changed: entitlement spending
associated with an aging population will rapidly expand,
interest payments on a growing federal debt will claim an
increasing share of spending, and a slowing economy will
restrain revenue growth.

Figure 10: Federal revenues, spending, and deficit as a share of GDP, 2015-2026
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State tax policy trends

State tax revenue collections from the major tax categories –
corporate and personal income tax, sales tax, and property
tax – declined in 2016 after fairly robust growth in 2015. This
slowdown may be attributed to a number of factors, including
a volatile stock market, the falloff in oil and energy prices, a
greater number of sales taking place over the internet, and
the migration of business activity from corporations to passthrough enterprises. While revenue growth slowed in 2016,
state government expenses for healthcare, pensions, education,
and infrastructure improvements continued to grow.
States are forecasting weak revenue growth in 2017, while
facing new budgetary uncertainty as the congressional
consideration of comprehensive federal tax reform proposals
continues.
To address budget challenges, states are considering new
sources of revenue through measures that expand their
jurisdictional reach, close perceived loopholes, and broaden
the tax base.

State impact of federal tax reform
If Congress enacts federal tax reform measures, states will need
to address whether and how to conform to the changes made to
the Internal Revenue Code. The answer to this question will be
critical in determining the state tax consequences of federal tax
reform.
States may choose to adopt revised federal taxable income
calculation provisions in total, adopt only certain reform
provisions, phase in one or all of them over a period of time,
or not adopt them at all. A comprehensive revision of the Code
sections pertaining to the calculation of federal taxable income
may result in a “new” taxable income calculation. This raises
many questions, such as whether states will automatically
adopt the “new” federal provisions, and if not, how the old
and new taxable income calculations will be determined at
the state level. If states do not adopt the federal provisions,
companies could be required to do pro forma returns under the
old Code to determine their state taxable income, while some
states could break from the Code and adopt something entirely
different, such as a consumption-based gross receipts tax.
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Expansive nexus provisions
Now that the US Supreme Court has declined to review the
10th Circuit Court ruling in DMA v. Brohl, which found online
sales tax reporting and notice requirements imposed on outof-state retailers to be constitutional, more states in 2017 may
adopt such reporting obligations on retailers that do not collect
sales tax on online sales to out-of-state purchases. States also
could follow in the footsteps of South Dakota and Alabama
and enact more assertive laws and regulations that directly
challenge the Supreme Court’s 1992 ruling in Quill v. North
Dakota, which precludes states from requiring remote retailers
to collect and remit sales and use tax if the retailer does not
have a physical presence in the state.
While the Supreme Court continued to deny review of state
jurisdictional challenges in 2016, a number of opportunities
may arise in 2017 for the Court to accept a nexus case. In
addition, with a number of states enacting economic presence
standards for corporate income and gross receipts-based
taxes, the Court may find of particular interest the Crutchfield
v. Testa Ohio Supreme Court decision, holding that the state’s
commercial activity tax economic threshold standard created
substantial nexus for an online retailer.

Closing perceived “loopholes”
Under the construct of protecting their corporate income
tax base from profit shifting to foreign tax havens, some
states have sought to reach revenue held offshore by US
companies. In 2016, approximately 12 states considered some
form of expanding unitary taxation beyond the US water’s
edge. However, most of these proposals died in legislative
committees, leaving open the question as to how states will
approach this issue in 2017.

Broadening the tax base

Federal legislation impacting state tax

The sales tax base is largely based on sales of tangible personal
property. Sales of tangible goods, however, continue to shrink
as a percentage of total purchases, while consumption of
services rises. In addition, sales of tangible goods are yielding
to their intangible counterparts; books, movies, and music are
increasingly being streamed in intangible formats rather than
purchased as tangible goods.

A number of perennial state tax issues are expected to be
considered in the 115th Congress, including legislation that
would require sales and use tax collection by out-of-state
retailers if the state meets certain simplification requirements.
Mobile workforce legislation that generally would provide a
30-day de minimis threshold before a nonresident employee
would be subject to the nonresident state’s personal income tax
also is expected to receive consideration in 2017. Legislation
that would prevent states and localities from imposing multiple
or discriminatory taxes on the sale or use of digital goods and
services is expected to be introduced in 2017.

Expanding the sales tax base to intangible goods and services
has long been a goal of state taxing authorities; because of
budget pressures, this effort is expected to gain momentum.
While efforts to expand the sales tax base to services and
intangibles have achieved only limited results to date, the states
have drawn lessons from these experiences and are expected to
develop more effective base-expansion proposals.
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The results of the 2016 elections have increased significantly
the prospects for comprehensive tax reform being signed
into law before the end of this year. While there is general
agreement that the US corporate tax rate should be lowered
significantly and that our international tax system should be
updated, disagreement over individual tax issues may result in
the Republican-led Congress relying on budget reconciliation
procedures that could raise questions about a possible sunset of
some tax reform provisions.
There are many key business tax concerns to address, including
how to offset the cost of a corporate rate reduction and how
to promote US domestic economic growth without disrupting
cross-border economic activities.
Actions in 2017 related to ACA repeal and replacement,
international trade, infrastructure investment, federal
regulations, and other legislative priorities also could have a
significant effect on businesses and individuals.
While the 2016 elections focused on immediate economic
concerns and other social and political issues, the presidential
candidates of both parties expressed relatively less concern
about long-term federal budget deficit projections. The recent
elections did little to resolve fundamental differences between
the two parties over how to reduce federal budget deficits and
ensure the long-term sustainability of key federal entitlement
programs, such as Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid.
The appropriate “balance” between spending and revenues
likely will be part of any future debate over the federal budget
and efforts to reform US tax law. The continued involvement
of business leaders is critical to guide actions to reform our tax
system, address increased government spending, and reduce
deficits to promote economic growth.

Given their global prominence, US companies likely will
continue to be a primary focal point of the media, foreign
governments, and non-governmental organizations.
Transparency initiatives ultimately could result in public
disclosure of otherwise confidential business information,
such as revenue, profit, and taxes by country. There also is a
continued risk of the public disclosure of proprietary business
data related to supply chains, profit margins, and similar
information included in locally filed reports in many countries.
In light of the risk that business taxpayer information could be
publicly disclosed, companies are well advised to have in place
a formal plan to respond to reports about their tax practices.
We share the concern of many of our clients that the OECD
BEPS Action Plan and unilateral actions of various countries
will result in greater complexity, additional administrative
burdens, and an expansion of disputes with tax authorities.
There is a growing cause for concern that BEPS-inspired
unilateral actions and EC State aid investigations could result
in double taxation of US companies operating abroad. The
potential effects of the United Kingdom leaving the European
Union also will require careful planning by US companies
operating in the UK and the EU.
Populist sentiments both within the United States and around
the world will increase the risks faced by US companies with a
significant international presence and US companies that rely
on trade agreements to support both imports and exports and
their global supply chains. Businesses will want to be actively
engaged with policymakers within the United States and around
the world as actions with potentially long-term consequences
are taken in 2017 and beyond.

IRS funding and management issues will continue to make
it more difficult for companies to resolve tax disputes.
Businesses will have to consider the impact of tax authorities’
limited resources and a lack of effective cross-border dispute
resolution procedures in working with both US and foreign tax
authorities.
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Appendix A: Tax policymakers

Congressional leadership in the 115th Congress
House Leadership
Speaker of the House

Paul Ryan (R-WI)

Majority Leader

Kevin McCarthy (R-CA)

Majority Whip

Steve Scalise (R-LA)

Chief Deputy Whip

Patrick McHenry (R-NC)

Republican Conference Chair

Cathy McMorris Rodgers (R-WA)

Republican Conference Vice Chair

Doug Collins (R-GA)

Republican Campaign Committee Chair

Steve Stivers (R-OH)

Republican Conference Secretary

Jason Smith (R-MO)

Republican Policy Committee Chair

Luke Messer (R-IN)

Minority Leader

Nancy Pelosi (D-CA)

Minority Whip

Steny Hoyer (D-MD)

Assistant Minority Leader

Jim Clyburn (D-SC)

Democratic Conference Chair

Joseph Crowley (D-NY)

Democratic Conference Vice Chair

Linda Sánchez (D-CA)

Democratic Campaign Committee Chair

Ben Ray Luján (D-NM)

Democratic Steering and Policy Committee Chairs

Rosa DeLauro (D-CT) and Eric Swalwell (D-CA)

Senate Leadership
President of the Senate

Vice-President Mike Pence (R)

President Pro Tempore

Orrin Hatch (R-UT)

Majority Leader

Mitch McConnell (R-KY)

Minority Whip

Richard Durbin (D-IL)

Assistant Majority Leader

John Cornyn (R-TX)

Republican Conference Chair

John Thune (R-SD)

Republican Conference Vice Chair

Roy Blunt (R-MO)

Republican Policy Chair

John Barrasso (R-WY)

Republican Senatorial Campaign Committee Chair

Cory Gardner (R-CO)

Minority Leader and Democratic Conference Chair

Charles Schumer (D-NY)

Minority Whip

Richard Durbin (D-IL)

Assistant Minority Leader

Patty Murray (D-WA)

Democratic Policy and Communications Chair

Debbie Stabenow (D-MI)

Democratic Conference Vice-Chairs

Elizabeth Warren (D-MA), Mark Warner (D-VA)

Democratic Conference Secretary

Tammy Baldwin (D-WI)

Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee Chair

Chris Van Hollen (D-MD)

Democratic Steering Committee Chair
Democratic Outreach Committee Chair

Amy Klobuchar (D-MN)
Bernie Sanders (I-VT)
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House and Senate tax-writing committees
House Ways and Means Committee

Senate Finance Committee

The Ways and Means Committee membership currently is
composed of 24 Republicans and 16 Democrats.

The Finance Committee membership currently is composed of
14 Republicans and 12 Democrats.

House Ways and Means Committee Members, 115th Congress

Senate Finance Committee Members, 115th Congress

Republicans

Democrats

Republicans

Democrats

Kevin Brady (R-TX), Chairman

Richard Neal (D-MA),
Ranking Minority Member

Orrin Hatch (R-UT), Chairman

Ron Wyden (D-OR), Ranking
Minority Member

Sam Johnson (R-TX)

Sander Levin (D-MI)

Charles Grassley (R-IA)

Debbie Stabenow (D-MI)

Devin Nunes (R-CA)

John Lewis (D-GA)

Mike Crapo (R-ID)

Maria Cantwell (D-WA)

Patrick Tiberi (R-OH)

Xavier Becerra (D-CA)*

Pat Roberts (R-KS)

Bill Nelson (D-FL)

Dave Reichert (R-WA)

Lloyd Doggett (D-TX)

Michael Enzi (R-WY)

Robert Menendez (D-NJ)

Peter Roskam (R-IL)

Mike Thompson (D-CA))

John Cornyn (R-TX)

Thomas Carper (D-DE)

Tom Price (R-GA)*

John Larson (D-CT)

John Thune (R-SD)

Benjamin Cardin (D-MD)

Vern Buchanan (R-FL)

Earl Blumenauer (D-OR)

Richard Burr (R-NC)

Sherrod Brown (D-OH)

Adrian Smith (R-NE)

Ron Kind (D-WI)

Johnny Isakson (R-GA)

Michael Bennet (D-CO)

Lynn Jenkins (R-KS)

Bill Pascrell Jr. (D-NJ)

Rob Portman (R-OH)

Robert Casey, Jr. (D-PA)

Erik Paulsen (R-MN)

Joseph Crowley (D-NY)

Patrick J. Toomey (R-PA)

Mark Warner (D-VA)

Kenny Marchant (R-TX)

Danny Davis (D-IL)

Dean Heller (R-NV)

Claire McCaskill (D-MO)

Diane Black (R-TN)

Linda Sanchez (D-CA)

Tim Scott (R-SC)

Tom Reed (R-NY)

Brian Higgins (D-NY)

Bill Cassidy (R-LA)

Mike Kelly (R-PA)

Terri Sewell (D-AL)

Jim Renacci (R-OH)

Suzan DelBene (D-WA)

New members in bold.

Pat Meehan (R-PA)
Kristi Noem (R-SD)
George Holding (R-NC)
Jason Smith (R-MO)

Key Treasury and other Administration
officials (current and designated)
Treasury Secretary

Steven Mnuchin

Director, National Economic Council

Gary Cohn

Jackie Walorski (R-IN)

Director, Office of Management and
Budget

Mick Mulvaney

Carlos Curbelo (R-FL)

Chair, Council of Economic Advisers

TBD

* Rep. Price has been nominated for President Trump to serve as Secretary of
Health and Human Services and Rep. Becerra has been nominated by California
Governor Jerry Brown to serve as California State Attorney General.

Treasury Assistant Secretary for Tax
Policy

TBD

IRS Commissioner

John Koskinen

New members in bold.

IRS Chief Counsel

TBD

Tom Rice (R-SC)
David Schweikert (R-AZ)

Officials appointed during the Obama administration shown in italics.
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Appendix B: Senators up for election in 2018

Democrats

Republicans

Baldwin, Tammy (D-WI)

Barrasso, John (R-WY)

Brown, Sherrod (D-OH)

Corker, Bob (R-TN)

Cantwell, Maria (D-WA)

Cruz, Ted (R-TX)

Cardin, Benjamin (D-MD)

Fischer, Deb (R-NE)

Carper, Thomas (D-DE)

Flake, Jeff (R-AZ)

Casey Jr., Robert (D-PA)

Hatch, Orrin (R-UT)

Donnelly, Joe (D-IN)

Heller, Dean (R-NV)

Feinstein, Dianne (D-CA)

Wicker, Roger (D-MS)

Gillibrand, Kirsten (D-NY)
Heinrich, Martin (D-DM)
Heitkamp, Heidi (D-ND)
Hirono, Mazie (D-HI)
Kaine, Tim (D-VA)
King, Angus (I-ME)*
Klobuchar, Amy (MN)
Manchin III, Joe (D-WV)
McCaskill, Claire (D-MO)
Menendez, Robert (D-NJ)
Murphy, Christopher (D-CT)
Nelson, Bill (D-FL)
Sanders, Bernard (I-VT)*
Stabenow, Debbie (D-MI)
Tester, Jon (D-MT)
Warren, Elizabeth (D-MA)
Whitehouse, Sheldon (D-RI)
*Caucuses with Democrats
Senate Finance Committee members shown in bold italics
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Appendix C: Comparison of recent tax reform proposals

Provision

Current

Camp 2014 Tax Reform
Act (H.R. 1)

House GOP 2016 Tax
Reform Blueprint

Trump Tax Proposals

C-corporation
rate

35%

25%
(phased in over 5 years)

20%

15%

Pass-through
entities

Income is passed through As current law, taxed
to the owners and taxed
under applicable
at the individual rates
individual rates
(see below)

As current law, taxed at
25% maximum rate

15%
Distributions from large
pass-throughs could
potentially be subject to
dividend tax

Alternative
Minimum Tax

AMT imposed on
individuals, estates,
trusts (up to 28%), and
corporations (20%) on
tentative minimum tax
liability in excess of
regular tax liability

Repeal corporate and
individual AMT

Repeal corporate and
individual AMT

Repeal corporate and
individual AMT

Individual rates

Seven rate brackets
(10%, 15%, 25%, 28%,
33%, 35%, and 39.6%)

Three rate brackets (10%, Three rate brackets (12%, Three rate brackets (12%,
25%, 35%)
25%, 33%)
25%, 33%)

Capital gain/
qualified
dividend rates

Maximum 20% rate for
long-term capital gains
and qualified dividends

Tax as ordinary income
with 40% exclusion

Tax as ordinary income
with 50% exclusion;
exclusion also applies to
interest

Maximum 20% rate

Carried
interest

Taxed at capital gains
rates

Tax at ordinary rates for
partnerships that are
engaged in a trade or
business of (1) raising
or returning capital, (2)
identifying, investing in,
or disposing of other
trades or business, and
(3) developing such
trades or businesses
(does not apply to a
partnership engaged in
a real property trade or
business)

Not stated

Taxed at ordinary rates

Cost recovery

Deduct investment over
its applicable life under
MACRS or ADS

Repeal MACRS and
implement ADS
type system, with
inflation adjustment

Full expensing for
investments, excluding
land

Business manufacturing
in the US may elect
full expensing for
investments if they
forego the deduction
for net interest expense
(revocable within the first
three years)

Limit for thin
capitalization

Deductible only against
net interest income

Business manufacturing
in the US and electing
full expensing for
investments (see above)
must forego interest
expense deductions

Business
Deductible as incurred
interest expense

Special rules TBD for
financial services
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Provision

Current

Domestic
production

R&D

House GOP 2016 Tax
Reform Blueprint

Trump Tax Proposals

Section 199 deduction up Phase out and repeal
to 9% of qualified income Section 199 deduction
for items manufactured,
produced, grown, or
extracted in the US

Repeal Section 199
deduction

Repeal Section 199
deduction

Regular credit – 20%
Alt. simplified credit –
14%
Made permanent by 2015
PATH Act

Make alternative
simplified credit
permanent

Business credit to
encourage research and
development

Maintains R&D credit

Repatriation
“toll tax”

No provision. Previously
untaxed foreign earnings
subject to 35% corporate
rate when repatriated

Previously untaxed
foreign earnings: 8.75%
tax on cash and cashequivalents and 3.5% tax
rate for non-cash assets,
payable over 8 years

Rates and payment
period same as H.R. 1;
details to be determined

All previously untaxed
foreign earnings subject
to US income tax at 10%
rate

International—
General income
tax regime

“Worldwide” system with
foreign tax credits to
mitigate double taxation

“Territorial” system, with
95% foreign dividend
exemption

“Territorial” system,
with 100% dividend
exemption system

Not stated in most recent
plan; campaign initially
stated foreign income
would be taxed on a
current basis without
deferral

International—
Border
adjustment

No provision

See anti-base erosion
provision, below

“Destination-based”
approach; border
adjustments that exempt
exports and tax imports

Not stated

International—
Anti-base
erosion
regime
(Subpart F)

Subpart F anti-deferral
regime

Subpart F generally
maintained

Subpart F reduced to
foreign personal holding
company income
provisions (see border
adjusted tax above)

Not stated

Individual—
Standard
deduction

$6,300 for single filers
/ $12,600 joint returns
(2016)

$22,000 joint returns /
$11,000 other taxpayers

$18,000 for single filers
with a child/$24,000 for
joint returns/$12,000 for
other taxpayers

$15,000 for single filers/
$30,000 joint returns

Individual—
Itemized
deductions

Itemized deductions
phase-out begins at
$311,300 for joint filers
and $259,400 for single
filers (2016)

Itemized deduction
rules would look similar
to current law with
exception of:
• Taxes not incurred in
trade or business—
repealed
• 2% floor on
miscellaneous itemized
deductions— repealed
• Expenses relating to
trade or business as
an employee would be
moved ‘above-the- line’

Repeal all itemized
deductions, except
mortgage interest
and charitable
contributions deductions

Cap itemized deductions
at $200,000 for married
joint filers and $100,000
for single filers

Estate tax

Maximum 40% rate
for taxable estates
exceeding $5.45 million
(2016 indexed amount)

No provision

Repeal estate tax

Repeal estate tax
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Camp 2014 Tax Reform
Act (H.R. 1)

Require 5-year
amortization

New tax on “intangible”
income: 15% for foreign
market sales, 25% for US
market sales
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Appendix D: Summary of the House Republican tax reform
“Blueprint”
Business tax reform

Interest

Under the House Republican tax reform Blueprint, the top US
corporate income tax rate will be reduced from 35 percent to
20 percent and the corporate alternative minimum tax (AMT)
will be repealed.

As part of the move to full expensing for business investment,
the Blueprint eliminates the current deduction for net business
interest expense associated with debt incurred to finance such
investment.

The Blueprint states that the “double-taxation of corporate
income will be reduced through the reduction in the tax
on dividends and capital gains of individual shareholders.”
See below for a description of the plan’s proposals on taxing
investment income.

Businesses will be allowed to deduct interest expenses only
against any interest income. “Any net interest expenses may be
carried forward indefinitely and allowed as a deduction against
net interest income in future years.”

A new pass-through business income tax system with a
top rate of 25 percent is proposed for the active business
income of non-C corporation business entities, including S
corporations, limited liability companies, partnerships, and
sole proprietorships.
Note: The Blueprint states that “sole proprietorships and
pass-through businesses will pay or be treated as having
paid reasonable compensation to their owner-operators.
Such compensation will be deductible by the business and
will be subject to tax at the graduated rates for families and
individuals.” The House Ways and Means Committee is
expected to draft a definition of “reasonable compensation.”

Full expensing
The proposed full expensing for business costs (in lieu of
depreciation and amortization) will apply for investments in
both tangible property such as equipment and buildings, and
intangible assets such as intellectual property. Expensing will
not apply to land.
The Blueprint states that the proposed new tax system will
“focus on investment in America and investment for America.
The focus on business cash flow, which is a move toward a
consumption-based approach to taxation will allow the United
States to adopt … the same destination-based approach to
taxation that has long been used by [US] trading partners.”

The Blueprint states that the Ways and Means Committee
“will develop special rules with respect to interest expense for
financial services companies, such as banks, insurance, and
leasing, that will take into account the role of interest income
and interest expense in their business models.”

Border adjustments
The Blueprint provides for border adjustments exempting
exports and taxing imports within the context of the new
proposed business tax system. The Blueprint states that a
“cash-flow based approach will replace our current incomebased approach for taxing both corporate and non-corporate
businesses” and that this “consumption-based” tax system will
be “applied on a destination basis.”
The Blueprint also states that the proposed border adjustments
will be “consistent with [World Trade Organization] rules
regarding indirect taxes.”

Business tax deductions and credits
The Blueprint describes the current tax system as reflecting
“special-interest” business subsidies and “crony capitalism.”
Under the House Republican plan, numerous business tax
deductions and credits would be eliminated. The Blueprint
states, “for example, the domestic production (Section 199)
deduction would no longer be necessary.”
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The Blueprint states that the plan “will provide a business
credit to encourage research and development (R&D).”
The Blueprint notes the recent action by Congress to make
permanent the current research credit, and states that the
Ways and Means Committee “will evaluate options for making
the R&D credit more effective and efficient.”
Net-operating losses (NOLs) will be allowed to be carried
forward indefinitely, and will be increased “by an interest factor
that compensates for inflation and a real return on capital.” The
deduction allowed with respect to an NOL carryforward in any
year “will be limited to 90 percent of the net taxable income
for such year determined without regard to the carryforward.”
NOL carrybacks would not be permitted under the plan.
The Blueprint states that the last-in, first-out (LIFO) method
of inventory accounting will be retained. At the same time, the
Ways and Means Committee will continue to evaluate options
for a “more effective and efficient” treatment of inventory.

The Blueprint states that the proposed reforms overall will
address fully the issue of corporate “inversions.” “Taken
together, a 20 percent corporate rate, a switch to a territorial
system, and border adjustments will cause the recent wave of
inversions to come to a halt.”
The Blueprint states that the “destination-based, territorial
approach for international taxation” reflected in the plan will
allow Subpart F rules “to be significantly streamlined and
simplified.” The report states, for example, that foreign base
company sales rules will no longer be needed due to the plan’s
proposals for destination-based, border-adjustable approach to
business taxation. Foreign personal holding company rules may
be retained in some manner to address the shifting of “truly
passive income” to low-tax jurisdictions.
The Blueprint states that the Ways and Means Committee will
consider the appropriate tax treatment of individuals living and
working abroad.

International tax reform

Individual tax reform

Under the House Republican Blueprint, the foreign earnings
of US businesses will receive a 100-percent exemption for
dividends from foreign subsidiaries.

The current seven individual tax brackets will be replaced with
three rates set at 12 percent, 25 percent, and 33 percent, and
the individual AMT will be repealed.

The Blueprint calls for a mandatory “deemed” repatriation
tax on previously unrepatriated foreign earnings and profits.
“Accumulated foreign earnings will be subject to tax at 8.75
percent to the extent held in cash or cash equivalents and
otherwise will be subject to tax at 3.5 percent (with companies
able to pay the resulting tax liability over an eight-year
period).”

The estate tax and the generation-skipping transfer tax will
be repealed.

Note: These are the same rates proposed in the mandatory
repatriation provision of the Tax Reform Act of 2014 (H.R. 1),
introduced by then-House Ways and Means Chairman Dave
Camp (R-MI).
The Blueprint states that the move to a dividend exemption
system will “eliminate the ‘lock-out effect’ of current law” and
“will free up more than $2 trillion in foreign earnings” that
have been “stranded” overseas.
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The Blueprint states that the present-law basic standard
deduction, additional standard deduction, and personal
exemption for taxpayer and spouse will be consolidated into
a new larger standard deduction. Under the plan, the new
standard deduction will be $24,000 for married individuals
filing jointly, $18,000 for single individuals with a child in the
household, and $12,000 for other individuals. These amounts
will be adjusted annually for inflation.
The present-law personal exemption for children and
dependents and the child tax credit will be consolidated into
a new enhanced child and dependent care tax credit. The
new child tax credit will be $1,500. The first $1,000 will be
refundable as under current law. A non-refundable credit of
$500 also will be allowed for non-child dependents.

Note: The new proposed child credit will begin to phase out for
married couples earning more than $150,000.
The Blueprint states that the Ways and Means Committee will
continue to work to “simplify and consolidate” current-law
education tax benefits.
The Blueprint states that all itemized deductions other than a
mortgage interest deduction and the charitable contribution
deduction will be eliminated. In addition, the Blueprint states
that “numerous other exemptions, deductions, and credits for
individuals riddle the tax code,” and these unspecified “specialinterest provisions” will be repealed.
The Blueprint states that the Ways and Means Committee will
“evaluate options for making the current-law mortgage interest
provision a more effective and efficient incentive for helping
families achieve the dream of homeownership.” The Blueprint
states that any such changes will not affect “existing mortgages
or refinancings of existing mortgages.”
The Blueprint does not include any specific proposals affecting
current-law deductions for charitable contributions. Instead,
the report states that the Ways and Means Committee will
“develop options” to continue encouraging donations, while
“simplifying compliance and record-keeping.”

Investment income
Qualified individual capital gain, dividend, and interest income
will be eligible for a 50-percent exclusion, with the remainder
taxed at ordinary income tax rates.
Note: With a proposed top rate of 33 percent for ordinary
income, the Blueprint provides a top effective rate of 16.5
percent for qualified investment income.
This exclusion system will replace current tax rules for
investment income that include a top rate of 20 percent for
qualified capital gain and dividend income (but not for interest
income).
The Blueprint assumes that the current 3.8-percent net
investment tax and other tax provisions enacted as part of the
ACA will be repealed as part of future separate health care
reform legislation.

Internal Revenue Service
The Blueprint proposes to restructure the IRS, to be headed
by a newly appointed Administrator. The report calls for
“streamlined” IRS service units, a new dispute resolution
mechanism independent of the IRS, and better workforce and
information systems.

According to the Blueprint, the Ways and Means Committee
will continue to examine existing tax incentives for retirement
savings, including employer-based 401(k) retirement plans,
defined benefit pension plans, and individual retirement
savings accounts. In addition, the Blueprint notes the Ways and
Means Committee will explore more general expanded savings
vehicles under which withdrawals could be taken at any time
without penalty.
The Blueprint states that the Earned Income Tax Credit will
be retained, but work will continue to “reduce fraud and
erroneous overpayments.” In addition, the Ways and Means
Committee “will develop options for providing a more effective
and efficient incentive to work.”
The Blueprint notes that health-related provisions in the tax
code, such as the exclusion for employer-provided health
insurance, health savings accounts, and flexible spending
arrangements are being addressed by a separate House
Republican task force on health care.
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Appendix E: Selected federal tax expenditures

Tax expenditure

5–year FY 2015-2019 tax
expenditure estimate
($ billions)

Corporations
Credit for increasing research activities (Section 41)*

N/A

Deferral of active income of controlled foreign corporations

563.6

Deduction for income attributable to domestic
production activities

61.5

Deferral of gain on like-kind exchanges

57.4

Exclusion of interest on public purpose State and local
government bonds

50.5

Credit for low-income housing

41.2

Deferral of gain on non-dealer installment sales

33.8

Expensing of research and experimental expenditures

27.6

Reduced rates on first $10,000,000 of corporate taxable income

20.8

Special treatment of life insurance company reserves

16.0

Expensing under Section 179 of depreciable business property

8.8

Inventory property sales source rule exception

8.8

Depreciation of equipment in excess of the alternative
depreciation system**

-20.9

Individuals
Exclusion of employer contributions for health care, health
insurance premiums, and long-term care insurance premiums

769.8

Reduced rates of tax on dividends and long–term capital gains

689.6

Net exclusion of pension contributions and earnings for defined
contribution plans

504.8

Deduction for mortgage interest on owner-occupied residences

419.8

Earned income credit

371.4

Deduction of non-business State and local government income
taxes, sales taxes, and personal property taxes

342.3

Subsidies for insurance purchased through health benefit
exchanges

322.5

Net exclusion of pension contributions and earnings for defined
benefit plans

315.6

Credit for children under age 17

267.0

Exclusion of untaxed Social Security and railroad
retirement benefits

210.1

Deduction for charitable contributions, other than for education
and health

192.9
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Exclusion of benefits provided under cafeteria plans

188.5

Deduction for property taxes on real property

184.5

Exclusion of capital gains at death

171.3

Exclusion of capital gains on sales of principal residences

149.9

Exclusion of interest on public purpose State and local
government bonds

137.2

Credits for tuition for post-secondary education

84.0

Individual retirement arrangements: Traditional IRAs

77.2

Net exclusion of pension contributions and earnings for plans
covering partners and sole proprietors (Keogh plans)

61.1

Deduction for medical expenses and long–term care expenses

58.5

Individual retirement arrangements: Roth IRAs

39.5

Exclusion of miscellaneous fringe benefits

39.2

Exclusion of veterans' disability compensation

36.8

Exclusion of foreign earned income: Salary

35.7

Carryover basis of capital gains on gifts

35.4

Deduction for charitable contributions to educational institutions

33.1

Exclusion of benefits and allowances to armed forces personnel

31.9

Deferral of gain on like-kind exchanges

30.3

Exclusion of employer-paid transportation benefits

27.2

Exclusion of workers’ compensation benefits (medical benefits)

25.6

Deduction for health insurance premiums and long-term care
insurance premiums by the self-employed

25.3

Parental personal exemption for students aged 19 to 23

24.7

Credit for child and dependent care and exclusion of employerprovided child care

24.0

Deduction for income attributable to domestic
production activities

23.3

Exclusion of employment benefits for premiums on accident and
disability insurance

22.2

Depreciation of rental housing in excess of alternative
depreciation system

19.8

Deduction for charitable contributions to health organizations

17.0

Exclusion of income earned by voluntary employees’
beneficiary associations

16.4

Build America bonds

16.0

Additional standard deduction for the blind and the elderly

15.3
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Exclusion of scholarship and fellowship income

15.2

Exclusion of workers’ compensation benefits (disability and
survivors payments)

15.1

Exclusion of interest on State and local government qualified
private activity bonds for private nonprofit and qualified public
educational facilities

14.0

Exclusion of medical care and TRICARE medical insurance for
military dependents, retirees, and retiree dependents not enrolled
in Medicare

13.9

Deferral of gain on non-dealer installment sales

7.5

Tax credit for small businesses purchasing employer insurance

4.4

* Table reflects legislation enacted by September 30, 2015. While the Section 41 credit for research and experimentation
had expired for amounts paid or incurred after December 31, 2014, this provision was retroactively made permanent in
December 2015. Estimates for other tax expenditure provisions extended or made permanent by the December 2015
legislation would also be affected.
** Includes bonus depreciation and general acceleration under MACRS. Due to bonus depreciation deductions claimed
in recent years, the tax expenditure estimate for FY 2015-2019 was negative (indicating that projected depreciation
deductions would be less than economic depreciation in this period). The temporary extension and phaseout of bonus
depreciation enacted in December 2015 would change the estimate.
Note: The methodology used by JCT staff to estimate tax expenditures differs from the methodology used to estimate
revenue-raising proposals.
Source: JCT Estimates of Federal Tax Expenditures for Fiscal Years 2015–2019. JCX-141R-15
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Appendix F: Selected potential revenue-raising proposals

Provision

Source of proposal

Revenue estimate over
10 years ($ millions)

International
Impose a 19-percent minimum tax on foreign income

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

297,946

Impose a 14-percent one-time tax on previously untaxed
foreign income

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

194,562

Determine foreign tax credits on a pooling basis

CBO

82,000

Restrict deductions for excessive interest of members of financial
reporting groups

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

72,076

Close loopholes under Subpart F

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

20,991

Limit the ability of domestic entities to expatriate

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

18,141

Modify tax rules for dual capacity taxpayers

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

12,697

Disallow the deduction for excess non-taxed reinsurance premiums
paid to affiliates

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

8,874

Tax gain from the sale of a partnership interest on look-through basis

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

2,717

Restrict the use of hybrid arrangements that create stateless income

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

2,418

Limit shifting of income through intangible property transfers

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

2,102

Modify Sections 338(h)(16) and 902 to limit credits when non-double
taxation exists

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

853

Repeal last-in, first-out (LIFO) method of accounting for inventories

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

106,721

Increase corporate income tax rates by 1 percentage point

CBO

100,300

Tax carried (profits) interests as ordinary income

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

19,624

Eliminate deduction for dividends on stock of publicly-traded
corporations held in employee stock ownership plans

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

16,030

Increase certainty with respect to worker classification

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

10,796

Modify like-kind exchange rules

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

10,470

Repeal lower-of- cost-or-market (LCM) inventory accounting method

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

4,674

Modify depreciation rules for purchases of general aviation
passenger aircraft

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

3,839

Impose liability on shareholders to collect unpaid income taxes of
applicable corporations

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

1,847

Extend partnership basis limitation rules to
nondeductible expenditures

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

1,353

Require that the cost basis of stock that is a covered security must be
determined using an average cost basis method

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

1,200

Require current inclusion in income of accrued market discount and
limit the accrual amount for distressed debt

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

750

Tax corporate distributions as dividends

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

693

Tax accounting and corporate
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Expand the definition of built-in loss for purposes of partnership
loss transfers

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

673

Require a certified taxpayer identification number (TIN) from
contractors and allow certain withholding

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

424

Deny deduction for punitive damages

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

414

Repeal technical terminations of partnerships

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

220

Conform corporate ownership standards

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

217

Increase information sharing to administer excise taxes

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

151

Repeal non-qualified preferred stock (NQPS) designation

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

146

Repeal exclusion of net unrealized appreciation in employer securities

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

36

Provide for reciprocal reporting of information in connection with the
implementation of the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA)

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

1

Impose a financial fee

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

111,321

Require that derivative contracts be marked to market with resulting
gain or loss treated as ordinary

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

14,478

Financial services

Employee benefits
Tax Social Security and railroad retirement benefits like definedbenefit pensions

CBO

423,100

Increase excise taxes on motor fuels by 35 cents and index
for inflation

CBO

473,600

Impose an oil fee

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

273,444

Repeal expensing of intangible drilling costs

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

13,050

Repeal percentage depletion for oil and natural gas wells

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

12,103

Repeal domestic manufacturing deduction for oil and natural
gas production

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

10,859

Increase geological and geophysical amortization period for
independent producers to seven years

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

1,278

Repeal percentage depletion for hard mineral fossil fuels

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

840

Repeal exemption from the corporate income tax for publicly traded
partnerships with qualifying income and gains from activities relating
to fossil fuels

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

802

Repeal expensing of exploration and development costs

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

768

Repeal capital gains treatment for royalties on disposition of coal
or lignite

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

449

Repeal enhanced oil recovery (EOR) credit

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

371

Repeal exception to passive loss limitations for working interests in oil
and natural gas properties

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

310

Energy
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Repeal domestic manufacturing deduction for the production of coal
and other hard mineral fossil fuels

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

262

Return fees on the production of coal to pre-2006 levels to restore
abandoned mines (sunset 9/30/21)

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

193

Repeal deduction for tertiary injectants

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

100

Individuals
Eliminate all itemized deductions

CBO

2,231,800

Limit the deduction for state and local taxes to 2 percent of AGI

CBO

955,400

Reduce the value of certain tax expenditures, i.e., certain
itemized deductions

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

542,302

Reform the taxation of capital income

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

248,739

Curtail the deduction for charitable giving

CBO

229,400

Eliminate certain tax preferences for educational expenses

CBO

195,000

Restore the estate, gift and generation-skipping transfer (GST) tax
parameters in effect in 2009 with portability of exemption amount
between spouses

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

161,099

Use an alternative measure of inflation to index some parameters of
the tax code

CBO

156,700

Convert the mortgage interest deduction to a 15-percent tax credit

CBO

105,000

Further limit annual contributions to retirement plans

CBO

91,700

Raise the tax rates on long-term capital gains and dividends by 2
percentage points

CBO

57,100

Modify transfer tax rules for grantor retained annuity trusts (GRATs)
and other grantor trusts

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

14,246

Lower the investment income limit for the earned income tax credit
and extend that limit to the refundable portion of the child tax credit

CBO

6,500

Require non-spouse beneficiaries of deceased IRA owners and
retirement plan participants to take inherited distributions over no
more than five years

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

6,197

Simplify gift tax exclusion for annual gifts

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

2,692

Repeal the student loan interest deduction and provide exclusion for
certain debt relief and scholarships

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

2,087

Simplify minimum required distribution (MRD) rules

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

472

Modify reporting of tuition expenses and scholarships on Form 1098-T Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

364

Expand requirement of consistency in value for transfer and income
tax purposes

119

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

Insurance
Increase the payroll tax rate for Medicare hospital insurance by 1
percentage point

CBO

823,200

Make the 0.2-percent unemployment insurance (UI) surtax permanent

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

14,864

Repeal Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) tip credit

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

10,544
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Extend pro rata interest expense disallowance for corporate-owned
life insurance

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

7,215

Modify proration rules for life insurance company general and
separate accounts

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

6,117

Repeal the excise tax credit for distilled spirits with flavor and
wine additives

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

1,946

Modify rules that apply to sales of life insurance contracts

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

1,086

Repeal tax-exempt bond financing of professional sports facilities

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

437

Conform net operating loss rules of life insurance companies to those
of other corporations

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

392

Rationalize net investment income and Self-Employment
Contributions Act (SECA) taxes

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

235,869

Increase tobacco taxes and index for inflation

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

80,546

Increase all taxes on alcoholic beverages to $16 per proof gallon

CBO

70,400

Implement the Buffett Rule by imposing a new “Fair Share Tax"

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

36,086

Reinstate Superfund Environmental Income Tax

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

14,848

Reinstate and extend Superfund excise taxes

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

6,156

Modernize the UI program

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

4,906

Limit the total accrual of tax-favored retirement benefits

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

4,354

Disallow the deduction for charitable contributions that are a
prerequisite for purchasing tickets to college sporting events

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

2,446

Reauthorize special assessment on domestic nuclear utilities

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

1,726

Levy a fee on the production of hardrock minerals to restore
abandoned mines

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

1,304

Increase Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund financing rate (to 10 cents per
barrel effective 2017) and update the law to include other sources of
crudes

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

1,192

Reform Inland Waterways Trust Fund funding

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

960

Eliminate the deduction for contributions of conservation easements
on golf courses

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

294

Provide the IRS with greater flexibility to address correctable errors

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

274

Reform the deduction for contributions of conservation easements

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

240

Limit Roth conversions to pre-tax dollars

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

231

Restrict deductions and harmonize the rules for contributions of
conservation easements for historic preservation

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

176

Increase oversight of paid tax return preparers—Explicitly provide that
the Secretary has authority to regulate all paid return preparers

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

142

Accelerate information return due dates

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

72

Extend the lien on estate tax deferrals where estate consists largely of
interest in closely held business

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

68

Other
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Enact changes to the military retirement reform enacted in the FY
2016 National Defense Authorization Act

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

27

Provide authority to readily share beneficial ownership of US
companies with law enforcement

Obama Admin. FY17 Budget

1

Source: Administration’s FY 2017 Budget, February 9, 2016 (revenue estimates from Joint Committee on Taxation,
“Estimated Budget Effects of the Revenue Provisions Contained in the President’s Fiscal Year 2016 Budget Proposal,”
(JCX-15-16), March 24, 2016) and Congressional Budget Office “Options for Reducing the Deficit: 2017 to 2026,” December 2016
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Appendix G: Recently enacted trade legislation

Trade Facilitation and Trade Enforcement Act of 2015

African Growth and Opportunity Act

The Trade Facilitation and Trade Enforcement Act of 2015
authorizes US Customs and Border Protection and puts in place
tools intended to strengthen trade enforcement at the border
and facilitate the efficient movement of legitimate trade and
travel. Separately, the statute permanently bans state and local
taxation on Internet access.

The African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) is a US trade
preference program that provides duty-free treatment to US
imports of certain products from eligible sub-Saharan African
(SSA) countries. Congress passed AGOA in 2000 to encourage
export-led growth and economic development in SSA countries
and deepen US trade and investment ties within the region. In
terms of tariff benefits and country eligibility requirements,
AGOA builds on GSP by providing preferential access to
the US market for more products and sets out additional
eligibility criteria. It also includes other trade and development
components, beyond preferences, that are not part of GSP. Set
to expire in September 2015, AGOA was extended for 10 years
by the TPA legislation enacted in June 2015.

American Manufacturing Competitiveness Act of 2016
The American Manufacturing Competitiveness Act of
2016 (AMCA) restores the ability of Congress to consider
Miscellaneous Tariff Bill (MTB) legislation. The MTB program,
which previously expired on December 31, 2012, allows
Congress to eliminate or reduce duties up to $500,000 per
year for a period of up to three years on imported goods not
otherwise available in the United States.
AMCA formally transfers the technical review and management
of the MTB program to the International Trade Commission
(ITC), an independent, quasi-judicial Federal agency with
broad investigative responsibilities on trade matters. After the
ITC completes its review and submits its recommendations to
Congress, Congress retains the power to exclude from any duty
relief recommended by the ITC before final action is taken on
the MTB legislation.
Generalized Systems of Preferences
The Generalized Systems of Preferences (GSP) was first
authorized in 1974 to provide non-reciprocal, duty-free
treatment to certain products from more than 120 developing
countries. GSP expired in July 2013, but was extended through
December 31, 2017, as part of the TPA legislation enacted in
June 2015.
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